
Dirtyrpgirl and tigerzjill 
 

tigerzjill: dance with me dirty?? 

tigerzjill: looks at her holding out my hand 

dirtyrpgirl: standing up, taking jill's hand................and whispers........hang on 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmm,walks to the dance floor with you as the song starts over 

tigerzjill: smiles big wraps my hands around your neck looking in your eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: wraping you in my harms.....sways in unison with you 

tigerzjill: singing the words softly to you as we sway slowly 

D r a z:  grins watching the two girls embrace andsway to the tune  

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the warmth of your body..........gazing to your eyes as i kiss you softly, 

my hands at the small of your back 

dirtyrpgirl: listening to you sing like an angel 

tigerzjill: runs my fingers softly through your silky hair 

tigerzjill: as i step in closer 

tigerzjill: leans my head on your shoulder whispering the words in your ear 

dirtyrpgirl: my hips move to the tune as our bodies melt together 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing your forehead as i hold you tight 

dirtyrpgirl: whispering....you are lovely tonite,as the song fades 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs your hand as you walk away.......and pulls you back to me 

tigerzjill: blushes and kisses your lips ever so softly 

dirtyrpgirl: my hand on your right hip as i hold your hand in mine 

Cars_75: finishes my coffee, which was pretty cold, meanwhile...yum.... 

dirtyrpgirl: i love this song too..............blows some of your hair from your face,smiling 

tigerzjill: smling big looking in your beautiful face 

dirtyrpgirl: nina simone..........................mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: my hand flowing to your hip as you move so sensual 

dirtyrpgirl: tell it like it is................................singing to you now 

tigerzjill: swaying with you lost in the moment 

tigerzjill: closes my eyes listening to your singing 

dirtyrpgirl: spining around with you in my arms,dancing around the empty dance floor 

touchdown366: you calling him a light weight rocket 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping as the rythm slows and holds you 

tigerzjill: lost in your arms the whole room disappears focusing on your smile 

RocketManFL: ummmm 

RocketManFL: no 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm that was lovely jill................... 

tigerzjill: smlies TY so much for the dance 

D r a z: smiles at the two girls  ,,, very sensual dance   

dirtyrpgirl: thank you too, smiles and walks you back to your seat and sits next to you 

tigerzjill: kisses you and holds your hand as we walk off the dancefloor 

 

 

 



Caramel cupcake 
 
D r a z: caramels dress  today >>>http://www.sensationofnight.com/blue-v-neck-

shoulder-halter-backless-sexy-party-mini-dress-21159-1.html 

Cars_75: oh my! this dress is spectacular. nice tight fit 

wildlilchris: i just need a shot of Jack  

Master_joe: love the dress 

garrett523: very sexy dress caramel  

D r a z: pours a shot of jack daniels and slides it over to chris ,.,,,,,, please drink 

responsibly ,,,,,,,,, surgeon general  asks  

Cars_75: evening, dancing 

Harold_Rarius: hi cars 

caramel cupkake: walks over to one of the dance stages to pose and to model the dress 

garrett523: *whistles for caramel as she moves around*  

D r a z: winks at caramel in the  BLUE dress  

caramel cupkake: hmmmm...dance stage, havent done that for a while either 

Harold_Rarius: looks around at the lovely caramel... looking good 

caramel cupkake: looks over to the cage as well 

Cars_75: eyes on cara as she presents the dress... whew... looks even better when she 

moves. 

caramel cupkake: finishes on the stage, walks to the dance cage and around it 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a Pepsi and pours into a tall glass 

over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to chris ...now say please and thankyou  

D r a z:  looks at caramel as she walks round the cage  

caramel cupkake: steps in and looks around..... 

Harold_Rarius: watches the caged beauty... whistles 

caramel cupkake: steps out and smiles 

wildlilchris: turns and looks at caramel  

caramel cupkake: starts a little movement to the tune 

garrett523: *claps for the beauty*  

D r a z: grins at caramel .......tease !! 

caramel cupkake: winks...spins on the heels and continues with the sway and a little roll 

of the hips 

Master_joe: mmm 

Harold_Rarius: sits at the bar and enjoys the room .. a lot happening here 

Cars_75: not sure why that is... but I really need some scotch, now. 

caramel cupkake: looks back, steps into the cage a second time 

D r a z: grins to see  caramel move those hips  

D r a z:   pours a double glenmorangie and slides it over to cars  

caramel cupkake: pulls the door nearly closed and sways slowly with a little dip of the 

hips 

wildlilchris: whistles loudly and smiles  

D r a z:  grins to watch  the sway  ,.,,, and  the slow seductive  dip   



caramel cupkake: steps a little further into the cage, spins upon the feet and reches for a 

bar and continues the dip and sway 

Cars_75: Thanks a lot! ...pays for the bill and takes a sip, eyes back on cara. 

D r a z: tillsthe bills   

garrett523: gotta love a woman who knows how to move...  

caramel cupkake: the head falls back, the hands run along my sides  with a little more dip 

and sway to my body 

Harold_Rarius: a cold brew for me please 

D r a z:  pours a cold beer  for harold and slides it over to  him  

Harold_Rarius: slides $20 at the bar ... 

caramel cupkake: shuffles along in the cage, the hands continue to glide over my body 

caramel cupkake: pauses, looks between the bars 

wildlilchris: walks up to get a front row seet  

D r a z: those hands  move so erotically  to the beat  

caramel cupkake: starts again, swaying slower, moving to the slow seductive beat 

garrett523: *whistles*  

Cars_75: mmhm, my quitting time is suddenly greatly improving. very nice cara! 

D r a z:       grins to watch   those hips as  they promise everything  

caramel cupkake: looks out and smiles, continues the little sway and dips and slowly 

grinds back into standing position 

caramel cupkake: spins and pushes the butt back to the bars and sways again 

wildlilchris: damn girl work it  

caramel cupkake: circles the hand on the left side 

caramel cupkake: dips and sways, raises and rubs the right sidee 

D r a z: smiles to see the  dress ride up as the bar presses into her  butt  

caramel cupkake: gives a little smack rubs again 

caramel cupkake: continues the roll of the hips and a little grind to the bars 

D r a z: grins to see the  smcka  and the provocative grind  

caramel cupkake: steps away, spins and again rolls the hips and dips and rises very 

slowly 

wildlilchris: whistles loudly  

caramel cupkake: a toss of the hair, another run of the hand up and down my right side 

garrett523: very nice  

Cars_75: follows her every motion with my eyes as I take another sip of my drink... 

caramel cupkake: up and down the left side and turns a quarter turn and looks through 

the bars 

caramel cupkake: turns another quarter turn and rolls the hips and dips nearly to the 

cage floor and slowly grinds up to stand 

D r a z: tapping my hand on the bar  to the beat  as we watch caramel turn up the 

heat......winks at her 

caramel cupkake: tugs the hem of the dress 

Harold_Rarius: sips his drink slowly and admires the dancing 

caramel cupkake: rolls the hips as more and more of the stockinged legs come into view 

wildlilchris: sits down in front of the cage and watches  



caramel cupkake: licks the lips, the head falls back as the hem goes higher 

caramel cupkake: sways a little more to the new tune and smiles... 

Cars_75: oh my.. those thighs.. whistles 

garrett523: *leans back in his seat, enjoying the show*  

caramel cupkake: rocks the hips left and then right 

D r a z: smiles to see  the hem rise and more thigh comes into view  

caramel cupkake: tugs the dress higher, virtually all leg on display 

D r a z: shes awoman for sure  ......   

caramel cupkake: pulls higher...and then off...lays the dress aside....down to the 

stockings, heels, and g string 

caramel cupkake: rocks the shoulders, gives the breasts a jiggle 

wildlilchris: holly crap  

Cars_75: squirms a bit in my seat and shifts in a comfier position.... 

caramel cupkake: struts to the front of the cage and presses to it 

garrett523: *whistles* wohoo!  

D r a z:   grins as all of caramel  is pressed into the bars 

caramel cupkake: dips and grinds to the tune, head falls back, the hair gets tossed 

caramel cupkake: looks out, smiles, licks the glossed lips very slowly 

garrett523: lucky lips  

caramel cupkake: spins and presses to the bar, rolls the hips and grinds the butt to the 

bars 

Cars_75: my mouth dropping open for a brief moment, trying not to drool.... too much 

Harold_Rarius: sips his drink and watches the moves 

caramel cupkake: looks over the shoulder and spins, drops to the knees 

D r a z: those seductive lips  grabs attention  

caramel cupkake: works the hands up my body and over the breasts 

wildlilchris: oh my sweet heavens  

caramel cupkake: cups them, caresses them and gives them a bit of a jiggle 

caramel cupkake: sways on my knees, leans back, breasts pushed up to the ceiling 

caramel cupkake: runs the hands up my legs, then my body 

D r a z: those big upturned breasts    ...so firm moveing under hands  

Cars_75: this caramel lady is truely... delicious! 

caramel cupkake: down the body, one hand slips between the legs 

garrett523: very nice  

caramel cupkake: looks out to the audience, glides the hand teasingly slow on me 

wildlilchris: whistles and smiles watching the seductive dance of the beautiful young 

woman  

caramel cupkake: holds as the tune ends, smiles 

caramel cupkake: starts again, rocking a little faster 

caramel cupkake: stands and holds the bars and snaps off the hips and grinds hard 

caramel cupkake: runs a hand up and down my body 

caramel cupkake: spins and leans over, rocks the hips and slowly circles the butt each 

direction 



D r a z:       watches as  caramel  moves a little faster      ,,the grind so erotic ,,,,,,,, in the 

spots    

caramel cupkake: looks back...rubs a hand and smacks on the right side 

garrett523: very very nice  

wildlilchris: work it baby  

D r a z: that butt     must be illegal,,,,,,phew  

caramel cupkake: spins and runs a hand down the front of my body, between my legs and 

grinds on it 

Cars_75: when I thought this couldn't get much hotter... I was just proven wrong. ...eyes 

locked on cara as I lick my lips unconsciously 

caramel cupkake: rolls the hips as the hand slides back and forth, eyes close, the mouth 

turns into a pouty O 

caramel cupkake: sways the hips, rocks the shoulders and looks back out at the audience, 

pulls the hand away and smiles...spins and looks over a shoulder 

garrett523: very hot  

caramel cupkake: runs a hand down the other side of the butt and smacks it 

D r a z: taps  out the beat and watches  the seduction of caramels body    

caramel cupkake: smiles...stands and simply sways and grinds in place 

caramel cupkake: hands moving up and down my sides, my body front 

caramel cupkake: head sways, the mouth goes back into that pouty O look 

caramel cupkake: looks back out, steps to the bars and positions the breasts between 

three bars and jiggles thm 

garrett523: you are quite a professional ms caramel  

Harold_Rarius: whistles at the dancer and sips his drink again 

caramel cupkake: dips and sways to keep the jiggle going,runs a hand up and down a leg 

Cars_75: lmmhm ove to see her breasts jiggle... grins big 

caramel cupkake: steps away and leans and sways, snaps off left and right once more 

caramel cupkake: spins back and look to the g string 

caramel cupkake: looks to the audience 

D r a z: all eyes focused on the gstring    

caramel cupkake: fingers on either side as I roll it down a little 

caramel cupkake: leaves it partially rolled for the moment 

D r a z:  smiles as the string inched down 

wildlilchris: eyes follow the body movements  

caramel cupkake: slows as the tune ends....pauses and cocks the head and awaits 

caramel cupkake: starts again...a slow grind and continues with the snap of the hips left 

and right 

caramel cupkake: steps to the front of the cage and again presses to it 

caramel cupkake: drapes a stockinged leg around a bar 

caramel cupkake: runs the hand up and down the leg 

garrett523: *gives caramel a wink*  

D r a z: grins   to watch caramelsbody   is in  harmony with the beat  

caramel cupkake: grinds to the bar, raises and lowers and works the hips 

caramel cupkake: rocks again, moving a little faster on the bar 



Cars_75: holds my breath for a moment..... takes a sip of my whisky as I remember to 

breathe eventually 

caramel cupkake: slips the leg off and steps back, continues with a spin and another 

sway and snap of the hips 

caramel cupkake: leans and looks back, circles the hand once more on the butt 

caramel cupkake: slaps with the guitar chords 

D r a z: growls  to watch the     hips    and the  hands   

caramel cupkake: smiles and stands, sways and backs to the bars and grinds a little to 

the bars 

caramel cupkake: spins again, looks at the g string 

caramel cupkake: rolls it a little more and smiles...holds 

caramel cupkake: rolls a little more.... 

D r a z:  all eyes are focused on the string  

garrett523: *whistles*  

caramel cupkake: then finishes it rolling down the legs and steps from it 

caramel cupkake: kicks it toward the front of the cage 

D r a z: growlssss  seeing caramel in all her glory  

caramel cupkake: smiles and again moves to the front and drapes the leg around a bar 

garrett523: so lovely  

caramel cupkake: dips and slowly grinds as I raise 

caramel cupkake: presses to the bar and drops the head back 

Cars_75: holy hell... whew!  

caramel cupkake: hand moves on the leg, up my body  

D r a z: watches the bar press against caramel  

caramel cupkake: drops the leg and stradddles so the view is just so between two bars 

Harold_Rarius: hi Amanda 

caramel cupkake: smiles and slowly sways, moves the hands up and down my body, steps 

back and spins again, leans and smacks each side of the butt 

garrett523: very nice  

caramel cupkake: turns, pauses, smiles... 

Cars_75: mmhm, love it when she smacks her as like that...  

caramel cupkake: holds the bars and starts a much slower sway 

Cars_75: hello amanda 

caramel cupkake: dips and rocks the hips and the head slowly bobs 

caramel cupkake: spins and continues a slow shuffle across the cage 

caramel cupkake: pauses and moves to the center and continues the rock of the hips 

D r a z:  watching   as caramel    moves seductively in the cage  

caramel cupkake: runs the hands up and down the body, into the hair and closes the eyes 

while moving so slowly 

caramel cupkake: spins again and rolls the hips, sways very slowly 

caramel cupkake: a hand runs up and down a side, back to the butt and circles on it 

D r a z: grins to s ee those hips sway    

Cars_75: can tell she loves to dance.... such a nice feline shape. 



caramel cupkake: spins again, moves to the cage front, presses and grinds to the bars, 

again a leg wraps around a barr 

garrett523: very hott the way she moves  

caramel cupkake: continues the slow grind and tosses the hair back, looks down a little 

and smiles....picks up the movement  

caramel cupkake: steps back slowly and spins, and continues with the grind and roll and 

spins again, walks to the front 

caramel cupkake: rests to the bars and looks through them, continues the little sway 

caramel cupkake: slows and grinds to a halt.... 

caramel cupkake: smiles, bows.... 

D r a z: grins and stands to applaud  caramel 

garrett523: *claps for the beauty with whistling*  

D r a z:   Bravo ,,,,,,,,excellent dance caramel 

Cars_75: looks from her eyes down along her body stands and bows.... claps and whistles 

caramel cupkake: smiles, bows again...thank you  

andrea_33: super dance cara , claps loudly 

garrett523: no... thank you lovely  

wildlilchris: i was trying to be polite about it kennyw lol  

caramel cupkake: gathers up the clothes from the cage floor 

Cars_75: that was an awesome performance, cara... whew!! 

D r a z:  moves to the cage with a LAB robe  and opens the door and offers the robe to  

caramel 

caramel cupkake: steps out, turns to put the robe on 

D r a z:      slides  the belt round and ties the belt 

caramel cupkake: thank you Draz 

Harold_Rarius: wow lovely dance caramel ... standing ovation here from the room 

caramel cupkake: lays the clothes aside  

garrett523: very nice  

D r a z:  winks ,,,,,,,,,,,my pleasure that was awesome ..........can tell you enjoyed it too 

caramel cupkake: thank you everyone 

wildlilchris: that was amazing caramel     

Cars_75: thank YOU, cara!! 

wildlilchris: you got my blood pumping lol  

caramel cupkake: smiles...that sort of is the idea 

andrea_33: laughs defintely 

garrett523: you achieved your goal then  

wildlilchris: today is going to be a good day now  

Cars_75: yup, that certainly did the trick. laughs 

caramel cupkake: thanks again, my pleasure to do it 

D r a z: grins and wipes  the bar  .........  now come on guys ,,,,,, holds a key up  

,,,,,,,,caramel is in blue ,,,,,,,,,,        

garrett523: I am pretty sure it was our pleasure too...  

garrett523: she is indeed... lol  

caramel cupkake: sits at the bar for the moment 



wildlilchris: walks up to the bar and slides a fifty across and waits for the change  

caramel cupkake: combs through the hair with the fingers, then gives the hair a toss 

Cars_75: tempting draz.. very tempting 

D r a z: tills the 50   that will do nicely   

garrett523: if no one else wants to take her upstairs... I cannot allow such a lovely lady to be 

ignored...  

Cars_75: if I had a little more time, I'd definitely want that key.. grins 

D r a z:  passes the key to caramel 

caramel cupkake: spins a little on the barstool 

D r a z: please take garrett upstairs  caramel  

caramel cupkake: stands and moves to the stairs, awaits Garrett 

garrett523: *walks over to her and offers her his arm*  

caramel cupkake: slips my arm into his and starts up the stairs 

D r a z: smiles looking at caremel in the robe ........   as she sways up the stairs 

 

 

laurabeforeyou 

laurabeforeyou: slowly gets off her seat at the bar...with hesitation moves over the DJ 

booth....heart fluttering.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You can do it, Laura. 

mtnlobowolf: youll do good miss  laura 

Bee_passionately_blue: claps in support of laura  

Gabriela92: nods and gives Laura a little encouraging applause. 

laurabeforeyou: fingers keep tugging at the hem of the blue dress I'm wearing.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Joins in the applause. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That's a lovely blue dress., Laura. 

laurabeforeyou: peeking out from the curtains backstage... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: The weren't my fingers, I promise. 

laurabeforeyou: heart racing...teetering on my heels.... 

laurabeforeyou: as i slowly walk out on stage and twirl slowly around the 

pole.....accentuating my hip sway and smiling  

laurabeforeyou: grinding down......slowly swaying....dancing in time....smiling down at 

the guys at the bar...and gabi..... 

mtnlobowolf: smiles   applauds    go for it 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That smile is everything, Laura.  It conveys such warmth. 

D r a z:  smiles to watch laura against the pole  

laurabeforeyou: hand on the pole as i pull myself up against it....then back...throwing my 

head back... 

laurabeforeyou: grinding in a rhythm with the song..... 

laurabeforeyou: i move in front of ivan.... 

laurabeforeyou: and turn....whispering....could you unzip me? 



laurabeforeyou: blowing a kisss..... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Absolutely entranced and relishing an opportunity like this. 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmmmm standing....back to the men.....as my fingers work the 

hem of the little blue dress slowly up my butt.... 

laurabeforeyou: as i sway slowly....looking over my shoulder as i do so..... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Of course.  I reach behind Laura and pull down the zip of her dress, 

letting my fingers linger just a little at the end of the travel. 

Gabriela92: grins broadly, fully understanding the feelings Laura is experiencing and 

loving how the audience is responding to her efforts. 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmmmmm smiling at the DJ as i keep grinding and working my 

hips.....my dress bunched at my waist now...... 

D r a z:  winks at laura  

Ivan_Skavinsky: A very enticing image, Laura. 

laurabeforeyou: reaching back behind me....slap my butt.....then my thumb slips into the 

tiny back of my thong..... 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmm smiling and eyes wince as i tugg gently up at my 

thong.....shivers run through me..... 

mtnlobowolf: very sexy image 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Those shivers must be contageous.  They're running through me too. 

laurabeforeyou: i turn and move my upper arms together as i kneel down and show my 

deep cleavage to mtn, and kenny and mtn.....shaking them seductively and in slow 

circles.... 

laurabeforeyou: eyes flash playfully....kneeling now....as the dress slides down off one 

shoulder..... 

mtnlobowolf: mmmm   inticing 

laurabeforeyou: my hands move up and cup my breasts through the dress and bra..... 

laurabeforeyou: squeezing playfully....tossing my head back.....hair off my shoulder as i 

stand.....and dance to these blues.... 

laurabeforeyou: the dress falls off both shoulders...... 

D r a z: hugs  hi kelli 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Allowing a glimpse of Laura's lovely figure. 

laurabeforeyou: i turn my back...and shake my hips as the dress falls to the floor at my 

feet.....hands cupping my breasts..... 

laurabeforeyou: grinding and writhing to this song's beat.....side to side......hands cuppin 

gmy breats....lips full and pouting as i'm feeling so wicked..... 

kelli-: takes my seat.. watching 

Gabriela92: Hey, Kelli... tilts my head up and revels in the warm lips on my neck 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmm i turn and face the guys.....one hand covers both 

breasts....other goes through my head....as i writhe....crossing my thighs and tightening 

them.....mmmmm eyes flutter and i wince 

laurabeforeyou: both hands again cupp my breasts....and i playfully smile at the guys as i 

lean forward some....creating a hot effect as my hands slide off....and i shake them in 

circles as they hang beneath me..... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What a vision of sensuality. 



kelli-: mmmm I have a thing for red heads  

laurabeforeyou: mmmm hands cupp my breasts as i straighten up......my hands slowly 

slide down the sides of my torso.....to my hips.....thumbs hook in my thong at my hips and 

i writhe to the music.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: And Laura is a lovely one, Kelli. 

kelli-: mmm hmmm 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmm hands move to my thighs.....dancing......kneeling in front of 

mtn......smiling at him..... 

laurabeforeyou: upper arms shrugg giving my breasts deep cleavage.....as i turn to 

ivan..... 

Bee_passionately_blue: Watching those hands accentuate the lines of her flat tummy, 

and lower - as she shows off her beauty  

laurabeforeyou: and give him a glimpse of something to remember as he goes! 

laurabeforeyou: wow.....i guess i am scaring them away?......i kneel in front of gabi..... 

laurabeforeyou: smiling at her coyly as i cup my breasts....pinching and tugging at my 

nipples....mirroring her dance....flicking at my nipples with my fingernail 

Bee_passionately_blue: I watch her kneel and I appreciate the form in that sensual pose.  

laurabeforeyou: arching back..... 

Bee_passionately_blue: Watching as she sends messages of eroticism by the way she is 

manipulating her nipples  

laurabeforeyou: i stand....twirl slowly around the pole.....then draw near it....slide up and 

down it with it between my breasts.....then arch back....and grind at it with the juncture 

of my thighs.....as i then turn and happily skip backstage..... 

laurabeforeyou: glancing down....omigod.....i'm absolutely glowing with a sweaty 

sheen..... 

kelli-: that pole will never be the same 

D r a z: stands and appplauds  laura ,,,,,,,,,,,,,   great dance,,,,,,,well done  

Bee_passionately_blue: claps  

laurabeforeyou: <blushing>  thanks guys! 

kelli-: applauds the great dance 

laurabeforeyou: thanks to gabi too! 

Bee_passionately_blue: Thank you laura, you dance with a lot of passion 

 

shannyn a1 

shannyn a1: does a little shuffle of the feet and a little roll of the hips 

D r a z: smiles watching  shannyn  as she moves  to the music  

Gabriela92: bobs my head to the beat as Shannyn gets herself rolling 

shannyn a1: slows the movements to a deliberate rocking of the hips and a snap of the 

fingers 

jhnDHLND: beatiful, girl  

touchdown366: watches as i sip my scotch 

Gabriela92: taps out a rhythm to the slow blues boogie 



shannyn a1: spins and continues the slow rocking and shuffle 

D r a z: smiles watching shannyns  body  rock and the breasts jiggle  to   beat 

touchdown366: got to love a a nice shuffle 

shannyn a1: grabs a hold of a barstool and lowers, dips and sways and raises back up 

jhnDHLND: * picks up the base *  

shannyn a1: slows even more, barely moving to the tune and works the hips in a slow 

motion sway 

RocketManFL: mmmmm enjoys hips sway 

shannyn a1: runs a hand up a leg, over the butt 

touchdown366: very sensual 

shannyn a1: slowly turns, hips barely swaying 

jhnDHLND: aaahh bb  

D r a z: eyes   taking in every  move of  the  hips  and hand  

shannyn a1: runs the hands in slow motion up my body, down the sides, back up to 

caress and to lightly sway my breasts 

Gabriela92: such sweet, erotic movements...mmmmm 

shannyn a1: circles a hand on the stomach 

jhnDHLND: * oh god that music *  

shannyn a1: rocks on my hand as it slides between my legs 

touchdown366: watches with great interest of the out come 

Alert: eatkuchi reddotted by: D r a z 

RocketManFL: follows hand 

Gabriela92: hello, Walrus 

shannyn a1: pulls both hands to slide up my body, down again, sways and turns in a 

small circle 

shannyn a1: takes a seat on the barstool, extends a leg very slowly 

shannyn a1: runs the hand up and down the leg, the head falls back 

Gabriela92: ooooh, those legs... 

Gabriela92: long and lean and smooth.... 

shannyn a1: with the beat picking up a little, the other leg is extened, the other drawn 

backj 

RocketManFL: so damn erotic 

shannyn a1: slides off the barstool and sways holding it 

touchdown366: loving her moves to the blues as her body sways 

shannyn a1: rolls the hips left and right, a hand again sliding over my butt 

D r a z:  grins to see the     sway as shannyn  follows the beat  

Gabriela92: "She's Fine!!!" 

shannyn a1: rests the hands on the barstool and dips and slowly raises and rolls the hips 

Gabriela92: plays the air sax as Shannyn mesmerizes the audience 

jhnDHLND: * mesmerized *  

touchdown366: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh great moves with that hot body she has 

shannyn a1: moves slowly from the bar, swaying and dipping, making my way to a dance 

stage 

Gabriela92: here we go.... 



shannyn a1: spins to the stage, steps onto it and grabs the pole and dips and swas 

RocketManFL: mmm Gabri blows a mean sax 

RocketManFL: devilish grin 

D r a z: growls   to  watch  those thighs as the deress rides  up and down them 

shannyn a1: pulls the tank top a little higher 

Gabriela92: and lots of other things, Rocket... <wink> 

shannyn a1: loosens the low cut jeans and lets them rest on the hips 

Gabriela92: mmmm... look at that taut, lickable tummy. 

shannyn a1: grabs the pole with both hands and continues the dips and sways 

touchdown366: seeing the hips holding the up 

RocketManFL: oooo I know Gabri I know 

Gabriela92: what a body on Shannyn; wow! 

shannyn a1: pauses, starts with the new tune in a deliberate rock of the hips 

Gabriela92: work it, girl! 

shannyn a1: pulls the tank off and tosses it, leaves the half cup red bra totally in view 

jhnDHLND: slowly turns his head towards gabriela, smiles  

touchdown366: loves the view as i watch her work the music 

shannyn a1: starts another sway of the hips and works the jeans a bit further down the 

hips 

Gabriela92: catches Jhn's eye and points his attention to Shannyn on the stage. 

shannyn a1: the red waistband of the thong comes into view 

D r a z: grins  watching shannyn   ......the big breasts bursting to get out the bra  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmmm sweet 

shannyn a1: the slow sway of the hips works the jeans down a little more 

jhnDHLND: uhuh  

shannyn a1: kicks the shoes off and pushes the jeans to the floor of the dance stage 

RocketManFL: mmmm wowza whistles 

shannyn a1: steps from them and kicks them aside 

shannyn a1: sways again, backs to the pole and grinds the butt against it 

jhnDHLND: * nods back  his head *  

touchdown366: watches as her hot body moves to the beat 

Gabriela92: slowly moves my eyes up and down, drinking in every inch of Shannyn's 

fabulous form. 

shannyn a1: the hands go above the head to hold onto the pole 

D r a z: slaps  my hand to the bar to  the beat ......yeah yeah yeah  

RocketManFL: lucky pole 

shannyn a1: spins and wraps a leg around the pole, grins and grinds on the pole 

Gabriela92: that's some well-put-together stuff, right there! 

touchdown366: oh to be the pole 

shannyn a1: rocks to the pole and gives the back side a slap 

D r a z: the red  hand print  add  to the look  

shannyn a1: spins around, backs to the pole, lowers, legs spreading to give a peek 

between the legs 



shannyn a1: runs a finger between the legs, pulls the finger up to lick teasingly slow, 

then to suck upon it 

shannyn a1: smiles...licks again 

touchdown366: shutters at her suggestives moves 

shannyn a1: runs the hands up and down my body, cups the breasts and sways them 

shannyn a1: lowers the left strap 

RocketManFL: oooo myyyyyyyyyy 

shannyn a1: smiles. winks....holds the right for a moment 

shannyn a1: lowers it 

D r a z: eyes glued on the breasts  

touchdown366: my eyes follow her every move 

jhnDHLND: awesome!  

shannyn a1: sways again, letting the breasts work free from the cups 

Gabriela92: mmmm, yes... let them fall, please, gravity!!! 

Gabriela92: gasps.... 

Gabriela92: hyperventilating 

shannyn a1: gives a slow circe move of the upper body, makes the breasts fall free 

shannyn a1: loosens the bra and slides it off....drops it to the floor 

RocketManFL: wowza 

RocketManFL: claps 

shannyn a1: smiles and straddles the pole with my breasts 

shannyn a1: slides up and down very slowly 

D r a z: thse breasts have been yearning to be free and  there they stand fulland pert and 

uplifted  

touchdown366: eyes move down 

shannyn a1: steps away and spins the breasts swaying freely, the nipples becoming a 

little erect 

jhnDHLND: loosens his gaze back straight from the magnet back to the pole that attracts 

so  

shannyn a1: hooks the pole with a leg 

shannyn a1: leans back and sways the upper body, the nipples pointing to the ceiling 

touchdown366: watches the her do magic on the pole 

shannyn a1: cups one and squeezes, raises and continues to caress it and sway a little 

more suggestively 

shannyn a1: runs a hand over the hip, looks over the shoulder and rocks the hips 

D r a z: smiles to watch  shannyn    as he teases and please allin her  moves 

shannyn a1: smacks the butt, smiles and spins, hands moving above the head 

shannyn a1: drops to the knees and continues the sway of the upper body 

D r a z:  growls  as  that body snakes   to the beat  

shannyn a1: tosses the hair, run a hand up a leg and then between them 

touchdown366: such a hot dancer woring the pole 

shannyn a1: drops the head and runs a couple fingers over the thong 

shannyn a1: pulls the finger and extends the tongue, teasing flicks at the finger 

shannyn a1: then the other and licks one 



shannyn a1: then the other and sucks them both, slides the fingers in and out of the 

glossed lips, holds 

jhnDHLND: * licks the air with his tongue, gazing *  

touchdown366: big smiles as she does 

D r a z: mmthose lips    look so tight  

RocketManFL: o 

RocketManFL: my 

shannyn a1: spins and stands, starts a new rock of the hips and tosses the hair 

RocketManFL: gooood 

shannyn a1: snaps off the hips and grabs the pole, dips and sways with a big snap of the 

hips 

shannyn a1: grinds to the pole, head back, the mouth letting a little groan out 

shannyn a1: spins and sways left, dips right and smacks the butt again 

D r a z: grins  to watch    the grinding   hips  

jhnDHLND: * notices a more sturdy rock pulling a muscle *  

shannyn a1: looks to the audience, works the waistband down a little 

shannyn a1: a little more 

shannyn a1: pauses...smiles and goes a little more 

RocketManFL: oh ny the anticiaptioon 

shannyn a1: spins and leans over, wiggles and jiggles the butt with the waistband of the 

thong nearly half way down 

D r a z: eyes following the waitsband down  

touchdown366: my eyes locked on her waistband 

shannyn a1: tugs the waistband a little more, makes a quarter turn 

Gabriela92: mmmm, let it happen, Shannyn... you're killing us here; hee, hee. 

shannyn a1: makes another quarter turn and tugs a little lower, showing a little of the 

smooth mound 

D r a z: growls   as  the   mound comes into view   

shannyn a1: looks out, smiles...rolls it the rest of the way down 

touchdown366: smoooooooooooooth 

shannyn a1: spins and pushes it to the feet, steps from it 

RocketManFL: daaaauuuuuuuuuuuuuuuum cat calls 

Gabriela92: oh, my... what a dream! 

shannyn a1: looks back....smiles and makes the turn, sways and spins straddles the pole 

and lets it cover me for the moment 

nickh30: good evening 

shannyn a1: drapes the leg and glides alittle on the pole 

touchdown366: hi jill 

shannyn a1: smiles...thrusts to the pole and grinds again upon it 

tigerzjill: hiya TD  

jhnDHLND: * srings his guitar *  

D r a z: hi jill ..hi surf ,.,,,,, shannynn dancing 

shannyn a1: drops the leg and rests to the pole, continues the little sway 

RocketManFL: Jill !!! hugs 



urfking_24: hey whats up draz 

shannyn a1: runs a hand up one leg 

shannyn a1: a hand circles on the other 

D r a z: grtins to  see thefiully exoposedshannyn     

tigerzjill: hiya Draz hugss  

shannyn a1: spins and grabs the pole, sways and rocks the hips and slows as the tune 

comes to an end 

tigerzjill: hiya rocketride  

shannyn a1: spins, smiles, bows to the audience 

jhnDHLND: * YEAH *  

tigerzjill: smiles at shannyn  

RocketManFL: claps whistles  

Gabriela92: wonderful, Shannyn... simply spectacular! 

D r a z: stands and applaudds ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.Bravo a virtuoso performance  

touchdown366: standing ovation 

shannyn a1: smiles to everyone, bows once more in appreciation 

D r a z: walks over to shannyn   and holds out a LAB robe  

shannyn a1: gathers up the clothes, then flings the thong and bra in the direction of the 

audience 

shannyn a1: thank you Draz 

D r a z: laffs      as the clothes drape the guys faces  

shannyn a1: belts the robe and steps from the stage 

D r a z:    wraps shannyn  in the robe   

RocketManFL: woo hoo shann 

shannyn a1: bows again, feels the robe ride up but could care less 

D r a z:  now that was superb  shannyn ,,,,, winks ,,,,,,,,,  coud I get  you a drink 

shannyn a1: skips to the bar and settles on a barstool 

shannyn a1: I think so, sparkling water with a lemon twist please 

Gabriela92: whew... dabs my forehead with a napkin; somebody turn down the AC! 

touchdown366: leaves a 20 for her drink 

jhnDHLND: * wonders what girl will be his next endeavour in the private dark of some 

room or another *  

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool sparkling  water...  pours 

into a shaker with with some ground ice.. shakes vigorously .......strains  and pours into a 

tall glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to shannyn   *winks 

shannyn a1: takes a couple long drinks 

 

 

scarlett2angel 

scarlett2angel: skips around in the booth rocking my hips and snapping my fingers to this 

D r a z: smiles watching  



surfking_24: hah 

surfking_24: get it girl  

scarlett2angel: bumps hips against the chair and table lets my hair down and works my 

fingers up and down my thighs as my white shorts show off the curves of my ass  

D r a z: grins watching the fingers    

puckhound3000: now that is showing off something pretty wonderful 

scarlett2angel: jumps left then right picks up the mic and sings with this as my hair flys 

side to side  

scarlett2angel: winks at the quiet ppl shakes my tits at them letting more of my tummy 

show from under my top 

surfking_24: takes a sip of my coffee..with a big smile 

D r a z:  grins at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: jumps up onto a chair shakes my ass spins around and rocks my head 

while my ass shimmys to the tune  

D r a z: smiles seeing the shimmy       

scarlett2angel: waves my hands over my head so the room can see the curve in my back 

as my hips sway and rock in circles to the beat 

puckhound3000: readjusts my chair for a better angle of the dancing 

touchdown366: sipping my morning tea here 

scarlett2angel: spins in the chair drops to my knees and smiles as my hands slip down 

cups my breasts looks from one guy to the next while the top half of my body shimmys 

left and right  

surfking_24: gets caught in the mesmorizing moves of scarlett 

D r a z: watches  scarlett  dancing her heart out  

scarlett2angel: rolls the mic around on the tip of my tongue winks and wiggles my nose  

touchdown366: lucky mic 

scarlett2angel: softly sings this rocks my head so my hair brushs my back while the men 

just sit there  

puckhound3000: in awe 

D r a z: smiles scarlett 

touchdown366: watches 

scarlett2angel: jumps to the floor kicks the chair aside smirks at draz and rocks my hips 

more than needed as i dance around  

scarlett2angel: rocking my hips and shoulders right right right and left  

scarlett2angel: spins around sending my hair everywhere tugs my black belt out and off 

my shorts drops it to the floor and spins back around  

surfking_24: goodness 

scarlett2angel: looks down unbottons the one small button and rolls my hips to the next 

tune letting my long hair brush against my ass while i dance around  

D r a z: smiles watching  scarlett   as she dances to the beats of her tunes  

scarlett2angel: winks rolls my tongue around in my mouth an slides the zipper down so 

my shorts open and shows off the top of my orange panties as my tummy shimmys  

surfking_24: orange slice 



touchdown366: watching scarlett torture me 

puckhound3000: speachless here,but smiling 

scarlett2angel: skips around smiles show me your colors baby tell me who you really are 

scarlett2angel: as i sing my fingers tease the top of my shorts tuging them open and 

down my hips lil by lil  

touchdown366: watches and smiles 

D r a z: grins watching   the shorts slip down  the hips    

touchdown366: looks up at the dj booth and whistles 

scarlett2angel: turns around looks over my shoulder smiles and wiggles my hips as i tug 

my shorts down more to show off the bright orange panties i have on  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips right and left lets dance........... 

D r a z: grins to see  the orange    coming into view  

touchdown366: eyes move with her hips 

scarlett2angel: bends over thrusts my hips winks tugs my shorts back up but leaves them 

undone as i dance around with my arms over my head so my tummy shows more 

touchdown366: such a smooooooooooooth tummy as she shows it off 

D r a z:  grins to watch  scarlett    as  the smooth skin   shows  

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips in slow circles blows a kiss to Max.....then draz td and puck 

to make sure they are breathing 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles ty!  

D r a z: smiles   very much so  ,,,,,,,,catches  the kiss  

puckhound3000: no sign of my breathing ceasing  

scarlett2angel: winks turns around thrusts my ass out cups my boobs and lets my hair 

cover my ass as it sways with my hips 

touchdown366: awesome sight 

scarlett2angel: turns the lights down  

scarlett2angel: winks and continues to dance around letting the room see my shadow 

swings my head as i sing and snaps my fingers  

D r a z: smiles watching scarletts shadowas she     moves around  

scarlett2angel: this sure works up a sweat 

touchdown366: sexy shadows  

puckhound3000: a good work out there Scarlett 

puckhound3000: very sexy for sure 

D r a z:    smiles at scarlett   and puts a cold wateron the bar        

scarlett2angel: smiles turns the lights down more so i can cool off some  

scarlett2angel: steps out with my shorts still unbuttoned and my hard nipples showing 

from under my black top  

touchdown366: lol still here watching you dance scarlett 

D r a z: smiles ..well we appreciate what you are doing for sure  

scarlett2angel: hops onto the bar grabs the ice cold water smiles ty draz 

puckhound3000: not going anywhere soonhere neither 

scarlett2angel: takes a long wet drink tilts my head back and lets whats left splash on my 

chest and run down my tummy onto the bar 

puckhound3000: how come when scarlett cools off, the room heats up? 



touchdown366: mmmmmmmm loving watching the water bead off her tummy 

D r a z:  its the rule of inverse reactions  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head way back wiggles my hips mmmm i needed that 

touchdown366: agrees with draz 

puckhound3000: so did i 

 

 

Gabriela92 and Ms Sophisticate 

Ms Sophisticate: watches Gabriela as she innocently teases to the hilt 

Gabriela92: not so innocently, probably... but 'to the hilt' is the only way, right? hee, hee. 

D r a z: smilesas i see  the legs   and thedressriding up to  the top  ..       trying to draw my 

eyes away   but held  there ,,,,,, 

Ms Sophisticate: the only way to do it Gabriela 

D r a z:  grins  looks at  the posssibility of  ......."the hilt"  

Gabriela92: nods and winks to Ms. Soph 

Gabriela92: yeah, Draz... that means "inserted as far as possible," right? 

D r a z: smiles thats my understanding  ,.,, the hilt   being the guard on a sword  

Gabriela92: uh huh... maximum penetration! 

D r a z: grins as i  think of  that  ... and looksat  thecrossed   thighs   

Gabriela92: runs my palms up and down the top of my legs from hem to knees and back 

Gabriela92: slowly... center, outside, and inside 

D r a z: smiles as i feel my "sword"  slap against my  thigh as i  watch the fingers       and 

hands tease   and carress 

Gabriela92: parting my knees slightly on the final passage up the inside of the thighs 

from the knees up... 

Ms Sophisticate: shifts myself on the barstool and plays with the hem of my dress 

D r a z:  catches  aglimpse of the inner  thigh  and  the  thong    

Gabriela92: gives a glance over and Ms. Soph and smiles knowingly 

nickh30: figured i'd drop in for a moment before I turn in..   try to be social for a moment 

D r a z:  smiles a s look at both girls     legs and  theirplayfull     flirting   

Gabriela92: eyeing her smooth, supple legs as well 

Ms Sophisticate: smiles back to Gabriela, catches a glimpse of the long tanned leg 

D r a z: smiles  as i think  life  is so good as i watch  the  girls  fiddle  with their hems  

daven14578: fiddling? hmm just in time i see  

Gabriela92: moves my eyes from Ms. Soph's legs to her face, catching her eye and slowly 

running my tongue from one corner of my mouth to the other, across my upper lip. 

Ms Sophisticate: runs a plum colored nail over the black stocking 

daven14578: smiles at the goings ons 

nickh30: stockings are always good....  

Ms Sophisticate: looks to see the very seductive run of her tongue over those luscious 

lips, smiles and lets a hand slide on the upper leg 



D r a z:  smilesasi watch the hands  as i smooth down      the front of my  trousers   

daven14578: mm enjoys spohi's sexy shapely legs 

Ms Sophisticate: crosses a leg over the other, runs a hand slowly on the leg below the 

knee and up the leg, pausing before reaching the hem 

Ms Sophisticate: looks up, smiles, the hand disappears under the hem 

D r a z: smiles as i watch the  glances from the  girls  to each other and    then  watches  

the hands  

daven14578: smiles n winks @ sophi 

Ms Sophisticate: winks back 

D r a z:  looks over at gabris   wetted lips and her  mouth slightly open  

Gabriela92: closes my eyes and imagines the view from Soph's fingertips.... 

Gabriela92: smiles softly and draws in a slow, deep breath. 

daven14578: smiles at Gabri's breathing 

Ms Sophisticate: the other hand runs through the hair, then it is given a little toss to the 

right 

D r a z:  grins to hear the slow breeathe    and  then sees the effect of  theraisedarmon    

sophi'scleavage asheer breasts move in  the top  

Gabriela92: raises my eyebrows inquisitively at Ms. Soph, then gives a gentle shrug of 

curiosity 

daven14578: shifts in seat to adjust 

Gabriela92: glances over at Daven's lap, wondering if the adjustment is for physical or 

psychological reasons. 

daven14578: winks at Gabri, as I know the reason isnt easily hidden 

Gabriela92: smiles to myself, imagining the adjustment's movement 

daven14578: stares into Gabri's eyes, devilish grin 

Gabriela92: gives Daven a twinkling smile and wink 

daven14578: adjusts again, bit no relief 

D r a z:     watches   sophis thighs and  the hem slidin up    

nickh30: proper time and place for everything though...  sometimes it's good to just 

watch from a few seats away 

Ms Sophisticate: raises to reach for a cocktail napkin, the hem rises a little higher 

daven14578: turns to sophia, smilesand absentmindedly lick my lips 

Gabriela92: slips off my stool and strides over to Ms. Soph's seat, offering her my hand 

for a trip to the dance floor to the slow bluesy song 

Ms Sophisticate: slides off and walks with Gabriela to the dance floor 

daven14578: Gabri read my mind, but not able to stand at the moment 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders left and right, letting my head tilt lazily to and fro to the 

slow beat 

daven14578: wow two hot ladies  

Gabriela92: slithering in close to Ms. Soph 

daven14578: woo hoo 

D r a z:  smiles as i watch the two girls  as they move to the dance fllor  

Ms Sophisticate: rests my hands on her slim waist and slowly moves, little sways of my 

hips 



daven14578: oh my 

daven14578: draz sure hope you have long play list of blues 

Gabriela92: moves my hands to rest on the upper curves of Ms. Soph's hips as we slowly 

rock back and forth 

Ms Sophisticate: looks into her eyes and smiles slightly, continues the slow hypnotic 

move with her 

daven14578: wow sooo sensual you two 

D r a z:  grins to see the two  girls   pressing together and sway  to  the slow blues  ...    

Ms Sophisticate: one hand slowly glides upon her side, back down to rest upon her lovely 

looking ass 

daven14578: oh my yes it is sophi 

Ms Sophisticate: steps a little closer, eyes meeting hers 

Gabriela92: hands slide slowly to the back, rubbing down over those perfectly-formed 

tight buns 

D r a z: smiles to see the effect as both girls sway into each other 

Ms Sophisticate: barely swaying as I feel her touch, and I feel an electric charge shoot 

through me 

Gabriela92: down off the hem to the back of Ms. Soph's smooth, tender thighs... oh, they 

feel so sensual.. 

daven14578: mm looks sooooooo hot and sexy 

Ms Sophisticate: both hands now rest upon Gabriela's lovely ass, circles on it as I step a 

little closer 

Gabriela92: fingertips lightly brushing down the silky skin 

Gabriela92: and back up again 

daven14578: no hidng the reeason for the continual shifting 

Ms Sophisticate: moves my lips to hers, lightly brushes my lips to hers, then continues in 

the near slow motion sway 

Gabriela92: swaying and turning slowly as I lean into the tender mouth 

Gabriela92: feeling her warm breath on my face 

daven14578: watches intently as sophia snesual lips tease Gabri 

Gabriela92: drunk with passion in her perfume 

Ms Sophisticate: my forehead lightly rests to hers as we continue the move, touching and 

gliding hands upon each other 

Gabriela92: noses glance softly across one another... 

Ms Sophisticate: my hands lightly cup her ass, give it a gentle squeeze and holds as we 

continue to move 

Gabriela92: turns my head slightly, letting our cheeks brush 

D r a z: watches the girls     as they mould together  in their embrace 

Ms Sophisticate: slides behind her and presses to her, sways with her movements, my 

hands lightly glide along her sides 

Gabriela92: tilts my head up and back as Ms. Soph moves behind me 

Ms Sophisticate: kisses along her neck, draws the hair aside to leave a trail of kisses upon 

her neck 

Ms Sophisticate: nibbles at the ear,flicks the tongue lightly upon it 



Gabriela92: leaning into her chest, turning my head to offer my neck to her soft, wet 

mouth. 

daven14578: steanm rises as the ladies tease each other 

Ms Sophisticate: kisses slowly down the neck, leaves another trail of kisses upon her, 

caressing her sides 

Gabriela92: swaying to brush my shoulder blades softly across Ms. Soph's ample chest 

Ms Sophisticate: the soft brush has my nipples starting to stiffen and work there way 

through the material of the dress 

Gabriela92: reaches back and around, my hands flat on the sides of her hips, fingers 

pointed downward 

Gabriela92: slides them down and back up.... 

Ms Sophisticate: my hands slide up her body, slowly circle on the taut stomach 

Gabriela92: catching the hem of Ms. Soph's dress on the upward slide, curling my fingers 

around it. 

Gabriela92: pulling it up her thighs 

Ms Sophisticate: gently slides the hands under her breasts, cups them and holds them so 

gently as we continue to glide and sway along the dance floor 

Gabriela92: gasps as I feel her fingers enclosing my flesh 

Ms Sophisticate: smiles, nibbles along the lovely neck and kisses upon it 

daven14578: lovely 

Ms Sophisticate: the hands move down her body, along her hips and again my hand cup 

her lovely swaying ass 

Gabriela92: a deep, heaving breath that expands my chest, stretching the front of my 

dress 

Ms Sophisticate: as my dress raises , my hands take the hem and slowly raise as well, 

move left and right 

daven14578: perfect song 

Ms Sophisticate: a hand glides along the long silken leg 

Gabriela92: fingertips playing across the back of Ms. Soph's tender, smooth thighs, just 

below where they meet her tight, firm, round buns... 

Gabriela92: widens my feet on the floor as we sway, parting my thighs slightly 

Ms Sophisticate: moves across the upper part of her leg and over to the other side with 

the opposite hand 

D r a z: grins as  the girls    move as one  ...     

Ms Sophisticate: each hand glides up and down, circle her stomach and work down her 

body and pause  

daven14578: tapping out beat on bar top as I watch the sexy ladies 

Ms Sophisticate: moves down her lovely back side and one hand moves slowly along the 

inside of her leg 

Gabriela92: turns to face Ms. Soph, turning my face upward with a smoldering look... 

taking both her hands in mine and tugging her toward the stage stairs 

Ms Sophisticate: moves with her, smiles 

Gabriela92: carefully backs up the stairs, pulling her up with me 



Ms Sophisticate: as we move step for step, her sway of her hips as she glides up the 

stairs is a lovely sight 

D r a z: watches as thegirls  move seductively to  thestage  

Gabriela92: moves to the center of the walkway, my eyes never leaving hers 

daven14578: << takes a seat stageside for a closer look 

Ms Sophisticate: moves step for step with her, our eyes locked upon each other 

Gabriela92: drops her hands momentarily and reaches for the hem of my dress 

Ms Sophisticate: pauses and reaches for the hem of mine, slowly raising, pausing, then 

raises again 

Gabriela92: grasps it and pulls it up and over my head, leaving me in my royal blue lace 

bra and panty set 

daven14578: << enjoys being invisible to the ladies as I watch the disrobe 

D r a z: leans forward as the dresses come off ... 

Ms Sophisticate: continues with the slow raise of my dress, and as it comes off, I am left 

in an emerald half cup bra and panty set 

Gabriela92: sways as I smile at Ms. Soph, loving both the color and style of her 

intimates... 

daven14578: mm bneautiful curves,  

Ms Sophisticate: nods at the lovely color of blue on her, how the lingeries molds and 

shapes her to perfection 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips up and down her sides, from her ribcage to her panties. 

Gabriela92: my thumbs gliding up and down her tummy 

Ms Sophisticate: a fingernail circles one of her breasts, then the other, and continues in a 

little pattern of circles down her stomach 

Gabriela92: takes a sudden inward breath at her touch 

Ms Sophisticate: the fingernail runs along the panty, not quite touching it, but so 

teasingly close to doing so 

D r a z: grins to see  those hips  move  together    and  the fingers teasing  slowly   

Ms Sophisticate: the nail works up the right side and follows along the waistband 

Gabriela92: reaches around and takes a handful of each of Ms. Soph's perfect cheeks, 

pulling her in close until the fronts of our panties are touching and tight together 

Gabriela92: grinding gently together 

daven14578: listening to the sax player, perfectly matching the moves on stage 

Ms Sophisticate: loves her touch and as we continue to move there is the slight rustle of 

panty against panty 

Gabriela92: leans in and puts a soft, wet kiss on the center of her sternum 

Gabriela92: then kisses up to her collarbones 

Ms Sophisticate: the head drops back, a soft moan comes out as a shivver runs through 

my body 

Gabriela92: runs my tongue tip back and forth along those collarbones 

Ms Sophisticate: barely moving for the moment, her kisses and her hands have me 

reaching to caress her body and to move at random upon it 

Gabriela92: then moves my hands up and slides both thumbs along the top edge of Ms. 

Soph's delicate, feminine bra cups. 



daven14578: whisltes, nice 

Ms Sophisticate: I look at each thumb, look into her eyes as that little onery look 

becomes very visible 

Gabriela92: moving outward to the straps, then tracing them upward to her shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: slipping my thumbs under the thin silk bands.... 

Gabriela92: pushing them slowly off the shoulders... 

Gabriela92: kissing the shoulder joints just above the beautiful bust 

daven14578: wowza 

tigerzjill: finds a place to sit and watch the show  

Ms Sophisticate: as the straps slide down, I hold for a moment, then slightly shrug the 

shoulder to further work the bra down 

D r a z: smiles  to  see the       straps loop down thearms    

mngophers80_1: I grab a front row seat  

Gabriela92: leaves the shoulder straps hanging in the inside of the elbows 

daven14578: simply A M A Z I N G 

Ms Sophisticate: my breathing picks up, the breasts rising and falling a little faster above 

the half cups 

Gabriela92: running my hands softly up and down the lithe arms 

Gabriela92: takes Ms. Soph by the wrists... 

Ms Sophisticate: my eyes look into hers, I feel like I am being put under a spell....and I so 

willing to let her do as she wishes 

daven14578: enjoys the heaving flesh 

Gabriela92: then holds her thumbs between my thumbs and index fingers, guiding them 

to the waistband of my panties at my hips. 

Ms Sophisticate: the fingertips slowly roll the waistband down her body 

daven14578: so difficult to obey the rules as i watch the two hot ladies 

D r a z:   eyes on the waistband as  they roll down  

Gabriela92: shifts my hips left and right as Ms. Soph lowers my panties, then gives a little 

hip swivel... 

Ms Sophisticate: pauses glides the finger over the exposed area and drags a finger nail 

back across 

Gabriela92: whimpers slightly at the contact.... 

Ms Sophisticate: the fingers work the waistband a little lower, nearly exposing her sex 

but pauses 

Ms Sophisticate: again the fingernail glides across the silken skin 

Gabriela92: bites my lip, looking up into Ms. Soph's eyes with a plaintive expression 

Gabriela92: nods... yes, please... 

D r a z:  grins  as sophi  teases   gabri  

Ms Sophisticate: the finger slides into the panty along her, glides up and down, and with 

her nod, the fingertips finish rolling the waistband down and the panty is lowered to mid 

thigh for the moment 

Gabriela92: slides my hands around the sides of Ms. Soph's hips.... 

tigerzjill: suddenly remembers to keep breathing...takes a geep breath  

Ms Sophisticate: nods to her, biting my lips 



Gabriela92: slips my fingers inside the back of the panties... 

daven14578: I kknow, righht jhill? 

Gabriela92: palms flat on Ms. Soph's buns, fingers downward... 

Ms Sophisticate: the eyes close, the head falls back slightly at her touch, swaying a little  

tigerzjill: nods at daven  

Gabriela92: pushes downward, slipping the back of the panties completely off that 

beautiful ass...fingertips tickling the back of her thighs.... 

Ms Sophisticate: the mouth opens, the soft moan is not heard but by Gabriela as she 

works my own panty down 

Gabriela92: then my thumbs catch the inside of her waistband and lower the panties 

down to just above her knees 

Gabriela92: moves in closely, letting our bare tummies meet.... 

tigerzjill: smiles and moves closer to the stage...slides on daven's lap  

Ms Sophisticate: my eyes look into hers, then follow the slow progression of my panty 

down the legs 

daven14578: smiles, arm around Jill as we wtah the lasied on stage 

Ms Sophisticate: the lips again brush upon hers, my hand runs over her hip and circles on 

her.....the finger tips of the other hand glide just above her, up and down along the inner 

thighs 

Gabriela92: backs away slightly and gets down on my knees, moving the panties down 

over the knees, down the calves, to the ankles... 

Ms Sophisticate: each foot is lifted to allow the panty to come off 

daven14578: hand rests on Jill's thigh as we contiue to watch 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up the shin and calf on one leg.... 

Gabriela92: both hands caressing one thigh... 

D r a z: smiles as gabri has a great view as she slides her hads up the legs  

Ms Sophisticate: swaying a little , her hand causing a charge to run through my body 

Gabriela92: pulling myself in closer... my mouth placing a soft, wet, lingering kiss right 

where her thigh meets her torso... 

Ms Sophisticate: the head drops back, trying to remain still but swaying and rocking to 

her mouth 

tigerzjill: staring at the beautiful bodies squirming slightly on daven's lap  

Gabriela92: tongue sliding back and forth slowly and lightly from her hip almost to the 

center.... 

daven14578: hugs Jill a little tighter 

Ms Sophisticate: sways slowly to the kisses and holds her hair 

mngophers80_1: watching the beautiful scenery  

Gabriela92: takes a handful of tight buns in each hand and places a firm kiss right in the 

navel 

daven14578: hand rub Jill's back 

Ms Sophisticate: arches to the kiss and continues to sway very slowly 

Gabriela92: kisses every half inch, moving downward 

Gabriela92: then back up 



Gabriela92: works back to my feet and reaches around behind Ms. Soph to unhook her 

bra, letting things fall fully down her arms to the floor. 

Gabriela92: turns so she can unhook mine, too. 

D r a z:  grins  to see the girls  movea gainst each other as  they clamp  together    and the  

bra comes away  

Ms Sophisticate: loosens it and slowly slides it off and lets it drop to the floor 

Gabriela92: turns and smiles, feeling both free and shy at the same time 

Ms Sophisticate: with her panty still in place, I lower to my knees, look at her and lean to 

tug the panty down with my teeth 

tigerzjill: smiles as the bras slide off...wraps an arm around daven still memsmerized  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips left and right as the panty is lowered 

Ms Sophisticate: slowly tugs down each side, then the hands work it to her ankles and 

lifts each foot to remove it 

Gabriela92: strokes her hair, looking down at her 

D r a z: grins to watch sophi  tug the pantiesdown      with her teeth  and hands  

Ms Sophisticate: holds the panty, lets it flutter to the floor and stands to press my body 

to hers 

Gabriela92: raises both arms overhead and sways them back and forth 

Ms Sophisticate: sways the hips and glides behind her, presses to her swaying ass and 

rubs to her and sways with her 

Gabriela92: slowly turns, gyrating and rolling my hips to the beat 

Ms Sophisticate: runs a hand up and down my body, one hand cupping my now bare sex 

D r a z:    grins as  both  girls  move slowly   into each other   ..flesh against flesh  .   

Gabriela92: puts my hand over Ms. Soph's 

Ms Sophisticate: looks back, feels her hand move as I move mine 

Gabriela92: fingertips gently caressing the back of her hand 

Ms Sophisticate: pulls my hand away, takes her and places it upon me 

Ms Sophisticate: continues the sway and little rock of the hips moving teasingly slow on 

her hand 

Gabriela92: holds it there, hiding her tender secrets 

Gabriela92: moves in closer and lets our chests meet softly 

Ms Sophisticate: reaching to let my hands glide upon her sides, our bodies melding to 

each other 

D r a z:   grins as the girls  clasp together          

Gabriela92: reaches up and places a hand on the back of Ms. Soph's head, pulling her 

down and in to a tender, lingering, intimate kiss 

tigerzjill: catches myself running my hands along my chest as i stare at the beautiful 

bodies embracing...blushes  

mngophers80_1: very nice  

Ms Sophisticate: my lips meet hers, I feel the soft kisses and returns them while my hand 

caresses upon her face 

Gabriela92: our naked bodies sliding into one another, merging as one intimate being 

daven14578: watches jill, touch herself 

D r a z: smiles to  see  the tweo  gorgeouswomen   move  as  one   ,,    



Ms Sophisticate: each kiss has my lips puckering to meet hers in the most loving way I 

can 

Gabriela92: rocking and swaying, naked and free 

D r a z:  grins to see  the  girl s rocking each other     

Gabriela92: squeezes her hands in mine 

D r a z:   Hi Al  

Ms Sophisticate: our lips continue to meet in random passionate kisses, my hands again 

circling upon her body and drawing her as tight as I can 

Al_dente_: Hi draz 

daven14578: not sure were one neds and the other begins 

daven14578: dotn care either, sooo sexy 

Ms Sophisticate: I start a series of kisses on either side of her neck, nibble on her neck 

under her chin 

D r a z: watchs  the girls    pulse into each otheer 

Gabriela92: leans my cheek into Ms. Soph's chest and breaths a long, satisfied sigh. 

D r a z: looks at both  girls and   winks  

Gabriela92: then turns and pulls her offstage to get ourselves re-dressed. 

Al_dente_: looks like a nice place to rest 

Ms Sophisticate: steps off, gathering up the scattered clothing 

D r a z: smiles as the twp girls leave the stage and stand s and appaluds 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,magnificent 

tigerzjill: jumps off daven's lap applauding the beautiful dance  

vazziy: sounds like i missed out on something here 

daven14578: claps fpr he ladies, so very nice thank you 

D r a z:      you snooze  you lose  vazz  

Ms Sophisticate: waves in appreciation before ducking into the room to get dressed 

Al_dente_: so did I vassiy// just caught the end of it 

D r a z:   smiles as i shout BRAVO  !!! 

D r a z: oh boy you sure did  

Gabriela92: runs back out from behind the curtain and bends slightly, shaking my ass at 

the audience. 

Al_dente_: would have helped if i'd known they were sans clothes 

Al_dente_: grins at the ass wiggling 

D r a z:  laffs and  winks at gabri ................such a cute ass  

daven14578: time for new glasses al? 

 

 

 

Gabriella92  solo dances  

Gabriela92: hops up and shakes my hair, shoulders and hips....whoooooo!!!!! 

D r a z:  looks over at gabri ,,,,,,, when the girl gets hot ,,,,,,,,she dont stop  



Gabriela92: whips one arm in a circle overhead, the other hand on my left bun. 

Gabriela92: shuffles across the dance floor, thrusting hips left and right with each step 

Gabriela92: slowly grinding at the end.... 

RocketManFL: woo hoo Gbari 

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuune! 

D r a z: watches  the slow grind  to the beat  

Gabriela92: waves both arms arms slowly overhead, snapping fingers 

Gabriela92: slithering up and down 

Gabriela92: down into deep knee bends and up again 

Gabriela92: sways to the interlude 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders 

touchdown366: sees gabi is feeling much better 

RocketManFL: yes indeed thankfully 

Gabriela92: stomping across the floor... two left, two right....tilting my head from 

shoulder to shoulder. 

D r a z: grins watching gabri    as she takes up the beat ......   strutts and rolls her head  

RocketManFL: b ettena, hugs 

scarlett2angel: claps for Gabi sits back and stays out of the way 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper on my knit top down to my belly button 

D r a z: hears that welcome sound zzzzzzzzzzziiiiiiiiippppppppp  

Gabriela92: runs the fingertips down the edges of the zipper... 

Gabriela92: swaying left and right to the song.. 

D r a z:   smiles watching as gabri     moves to the beat  

Gabriela92: spins and snaps my upper body down and up again 

scarlett2angel: now this is a tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z:  winks 

Gabriela92: puts my hands into the back pockets of my jeans and pushes them firmly 

downward, exposing a little glimpse of tummy and back 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head snaps my fingers and wiggles my toes 

b ettena: definitely a tune to dance to 

D r a z:  smiles looking at all the sweet candy   

scarlett2angel: Gabi's got all the candy 

b ettena: sways more than just a little 

touchdown366: watches draz get a sugar rush 

RocketManFL: mmm she does 

Gabriela92: gives an exaggerated pucker and shoots Scarlett an air-kiss. 

scarlett2angel: blushs parts my lips and catches it  

D r a z: eyes roam from garbri and bettena and back again   

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm yummy 

Gabriela92: hooks the front belt loops with my thumbs and gives another push down of 

the waistline. 

D r a z: watches the   thumbs and  the waist band   

Gabriela92: top edge of my lime-green thong slipping into view above the jeans 

D r a z: smile seeing the  lime green over the jeans  



scarlett2angel: smiles and winks at the dancer 

Gabriela92: grasps the open zipper edges of the bright yellow ribbed knit top, and 

stretches it out around the outside of my bra cups... 

D r a z: taps  my foot to the beat  as i sway    with  my  bapips  ready .....pumping  up the 

bag   as i watch   gabri   

scarlett2angel: look out draz broke out his pipes 

b ettena: gets the hip waders on 

Gabriela92: grasps the underside and gives them a gentle lift and squeeze 

D r a z:  fingers the flute as  i  watch  gabri and sway   side to side  

Alert: An admin joined the room: kelli- 

Gabriela92: leans backwards, letting my hair fall behind me....  

Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders, shaking my chest at the ceiling 

kelli-: finds a seat at the bar .. smiles at Gab 

Gabriela92: gives Kelli a wave! 

D r a z:  pumps up the bag pipes and   watches  gabri as she   shakes and shimmies  

kelli-: waves with a huge smile  

Gabriela92: stands up straight and skips to the stage.... 

kelli-: checks to see if Draz Kilt has a tilt 

touchdown366: checks the ceiling 

Gabriela92: bounds up the steps 

kelli-: a girl can hope Draz .. giggles 

D r a z:  grins watching the bad girl     

Gabriela92: strides to the pole.... 

scarlett2angel: slips some money on the end of the stage for the bad girl...turns and skips 

up the stairs to my room 

Gabriela92: reaches overhead and grabs the smooth, hard metal 

b ettena: adds to the pile Scarlett has started and goes back to change into working 

attire 

kelli-: mmmmm nothing like .. smooth hard .. stuff ..  

Gabriela92: pulls myself up several times and locks my legs around it 

Gabriela92: leans back, letting my hair brush the floor 

scarlett2angel: good night everyone..... 

kelli-: claps out the beat ..  

kelli-: waves to scarlett 

D r a z: sleep well scarlett hugsssssssssssssssss 

D r a z: watches as   gabri  moves on the pole   ...   

Gabriela92: reaches down and puts my hands on the floor, then releases my legs and 

pushes off the pole, flipping back to my feet. 

kelli-: smiles.. nice move GAB!!! LOL 
Gabriela92: stretches my top back over my chest and raises the zipper back up, seeing 

that I've managed to drive all the male customers out of the room... LOL 

 



Gabriela92: strolls slowly across the dance floor, tossing my hips exaggeratedly with 

each step 

D r a z:   grins watching gabri as she strolls accross    the floor 

tygo222000: watches gabi strut 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands move to the hem of my skirt, swaying my hips as i move my 

skirt left to right with the beat.................turning with my back to rocket now as my hps 

sway 

Gabriela92: tugs my tank top out of my Daisy Dukes and plays with the bottom edge, 

showing a little tummy. 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhh myyyyyyy Rocket sure has a rocket in his pants now 

RocketManFL: mm enjoys the view 

RocketManFL: you know it scarlett 

D r a z: grins seeing the flat  tummy as gabri   strokes it  

dirtyrpgirl: dances over to gopher....................... 

tygo222000: staring at gabi's daisy dukes 

Gabriela92: ties the bottom hem in a half knot above my navel. 

dirtyrpgirl: shrugs as gopher snors in his chair,laughs and goes to the lil girls 

room................ 

dirtyrpgirl: brb 

Gabriela92: swiveling and turning slowly 

tygo222000: smiles and sips beer as gabi turns 

Gabriela92: slips my hands into my back pockets, pushing the shorts down my buns a 

little 

marinesniper: see's the ice is getting low behind the bar brings two 5 gallon buckets of ice to refill  

Gabriela92: Hello, Shawn 

Gabriela92: Hi, Kanana 

tygo222000: spills a little beer watching gabi 

D r a z: grins watching  the hands in the shorts  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right to the beat 

Gabriela92: snaps my head down and forward, bending at the waist 

tygo222000: doing a bad job of not staring at gabi's ass 

D r a z:  looks in the cage ,,,,,,,,, you ok bettena ? 

Gabriela92: turns my backside to Tygo and reaches down to grasp my ankles, shifting 

slightly left and right 

Gabriela92: peers back between my knees, my hair brushing the floor 

D r a z:   grins watching  the   hands slide down the legs  ...   and winks to gabri  trough 

her legs  

tygo222000: smiles at gabi. not knowing whether to stare at ass or face 

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips slide slowly and lightly up the backs of my smooth calves. 

Gabriela92: then up the backs of my thighs 

tygo222000: orders two more beers not taking eyes off gabi 

Gabriela92: grasping the bottom hem of the back of my shorts, tugging them upward to 

flash a little of the bottoms of my buns. 

D r a z:  grins to see the tanned buns  



marinesniper: buns!  

mngophers80_1: buns sound good 

Gabriela92: gives the back of the shorts a quick slap with both hands before tossing my 

hair back over one shoulder and glancing back over the other side 

D r a z:  grins to watch those  buns redden with each slap  

tygo222000: slides down a little in chair watching gabi 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the front of the shorts and lowers the zipper two inches as I swivel 

D r a z:  grins watching   gabri as the zipper slips  down   

tygo222000: licks lips watching gabi 

Gabriela92: folds down the waist of the shorts, letting the top edge of my emerald green 

thong show 

tygo222000: sips beer waiting for gabi's pants to keep dropping 

Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs into my front pockets and starts to wiggle the shorts lower 

marinesniper: opens the door for the ladies have fun!!!!!!!! LOL  

Gabriela92: turning and gyrating 

D r a z: grins to see  the    thumbs roll down the shorts  

tygo222000: sipping and smiling 

scarlett2angel: stands wiggles my hips and takes your hand in mine 

Gabriela92: letting a little of the tops of both cheeks show between the thong waistband 

and the top edge of the shorts 

D r a z: thosefll  cheeks.......so provocative  

tygo222000: staring at gabi's ass drinking beer way faster than I should 

Gabriela92: lays my arms across the top of my head and pulses my pelvis forward quickly 

several times. 

D r a z: those hips mesemerising  

Gabriela92: feels the denim starting to slip down my hips, a few millimeters with each 

pulse 

Gabriela92: reaches to the front and lowers the zipper the rest of the way, letting the 

shorts fall to my ankles 

Gabriela92: steps deftly out of them, kicking them to the corner of the dance floor 

D r a z: growlssssssssssss  to see  the shorts slip to the   flooorand  looks at the green 

thong     

tygo222000: licking lips 

Gabriela92: dancing in my knotted tank and green thong 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down over the smooth, exposed buns 

tygo222000: following that green thong with my eyes everywhere it moves 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the waistband and stretches it out away from the skin 

several inches on each side 

ramster77: quietly has my eyes bombarded by aweomeness  

tygo222000: watching. waiting for that green thong to move further away from soft sexy ass 

Gabriela92: lets the thong snap back against my hips and runs my fingers up my bare 

tummy to the knot of the tank top 

D r a z: grins as i watch the fingers deftly   undo the top  



Gabriela92: index fingers tracing slowly from the center around both sides, following the 

bottom edge of the tank 

tygo222000: sad thong stayed up but excited again to see what happens with the tank top 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up and over the swell of my boobs, massaging gently 

Gabriela92: fingertips lightly grazing the bumps where my swelling nipples are beginning 

to poke through the thin ribbed fabric 

Master_joe: mmm yess 

D r a z: grins to see the  hard nipples in the top 

tygo222000: oh fuck yes 

Gabriela92: slowly dances over toward Tygo's seat, running my fingers up and through 

my hair as I give him a smoldering look. 

ramster77: quietly disables the workplace boner alarm ... as a precaution....  

Master_joe: call the fire brigade  Draz..lol 

D r a z:  deactivates the sprinkler system ...just in case  

tygo222000: slides chair away from table and smiles at gabi 

Gabriela92: sits down on Tygo's left thigh, straddling it 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on his shoulders 

tygo222000: rests hands on gabi's sexy bare hips 

Gabriela92: grinds my thong onto the top of his trouser leg 

lovestits: how goes it? 

Gabriela92: Hello, Loves 

lovestits: hi gabs 

lovestits: what's shaking? 

tygo222000: wraps hand around gabi's lower back pulling her closer 

tygo222000: resting hands on top of her ass 

Gabriela92: reaches over and takes Tygo's beer bottle in one hand 
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D r a z: points to no hands on dancers sign  

Gabriela92: touches it to my full lips and tilts it ceilingward, taking a long pull of his beer. 

Gabriela92: my eyes never leaving his 

D r a z: grins at  gabri   as she  tugs on the beer   

Gabriela92: runs the neck of the bottle slowly down my sternum to my cleavage 

tygo222000: stares back and slides further down in chair 

ramster77: makes a tugboat toot toot noise...  

Gabriela92: then slides the spout slowly across the top edge of the tank top 

tygo222000: feeling her thong grind up my thigh 

tygo222000: making me harder and harder 

Gabriela92: stands momentarily, then sits on the edge of Tygo's table, my legs between 

his knees. 



Gabriela92: kicks off my shoes and lifts my feet to the front edge of his chair. 

tygo222000: spreads legs staring 

Gabriela92: wiggles my purple-painted toenails between Tygo's legs 

Gabriela92: slides my heels forward, slipping my toes under Tygo's thighs. 

Gabriela92: wiggles them on the underside of his trousers. 

tygo222000: eyes widen and take huge sip of beer 

tygo222000: eyes not leaving gabi 

Gabriela92: takes back the beer bottle... 

Gabriela92: moves it back and forth across my chest, pouring the remaining beer onto 

the front of my thin ribbed tank top, soaking it and turning the white fabric almost 

transparent. 

tygo222000: very thirsty for beer now 

Gabriela92: the wet fabric stretched taut across my boobs, my nipples and areolas clearly 

visible through the cloth 

Master_joe: mmmm peeks over 

ramster77: quietly whispers to self... good golly  

Gabriela92: leans back on the table until my shoulder blades touch the surface 

D r a z:     smies   looking at the  wetshirt ,,,,,,, the full roundness of the breasts and the 

dark  nipples    

Gabriela92: swings my legs up and out, draping my calves over Tygo's shoulders 

tygo222000: eyes back to locked in on green thong 

Gabriela92: slips the spout of the beer bottle inside the leg opening of my thong at the 

right hip 

tygo222000: restraining myself from burying my head in between gabi's legs 

Gabriela92: slowly moves the bottleneck under the fabric toward the center of the front 

of the thong 

tygo222000: following bottle sooo closely 

Gabriela92: lets the spout pop out just above the waistband 

tygo222000: wanting to touch 

Gabriela92: pulls the spout back inside and lets Tygo watch it move under the fabric, 

straight down the centerline of my thong. 

tygo222000: moved head closer watching 

Gabriela92: up and down a few times, very tantalizingly 

tygo222000: bites lip 

Gabriela92: pulls the bottle back out and hands it to Tygo, seeing if he wants to try to get 

a last sip out of that opening 

tygo222000: takes it and wraps lips around it 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri      as she teases with  the bottle  

tygo222000: letting every last drop it tongue 

Gabriela92: is it good beer, Tygo? 

tygo222000: soooo good 

Gabriela92: probably not as cold as you'd prefer, though? 

tygo222000: no complaints here 

Gabriela92: smiles up at Tygo and shifts slowly on the table to the slow bluesy beat. 



Gabriela92: crosses my ankles behind his head and draws him downward. 

ramster77: rearranges slightly to get the new beer Gabri..ale  

tygo222000: let's gabi pull me in smiling 

Gabriela92: reaches up and takes the back of Tygo's head in my hand.... 

D r a z: places a key on the bar  

Master_joe: mmm wondering when that was coming out 

Gabriela92: sits up and gives Tygo a soft, lingering kiss... hope you enjoyed the dance. 

tygo222000: freezes for a moment after lips come off me 

Gabriela92: smiles and slowly bats my lashes... I enjoyed performing for you. 

tygo222000: smiles back looking you up and down 

D r a z: wipes  the bar down .......  puts the beer bottle in  the bin   ....refills   the cooler ...    

winks at gabri  

tygo222000: I enjoyed it more 

Gabriela92: swings my legs down and walks over to retrieve my shorts, slipping them 

back up and wiggling my hips into them. 

tygo222000: still staring... 

Gabriela92: raises the zipper and snaps the waistband 

Gabriela92: tosses my hair and glances back over my shoulder 

Gabriela92: Draz, do you have a dry LAB tank top I can borrow? 

tygo222000: sips beer watching not even realizing it's empty 

Master_joe: night 

D r a z:  smiles lookin at the tight buns in the   shorts and tosses gabri   a fresh  tanktop 

Gabriela92: takes the dry top to the stage so I don't break any rules. 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms and grasps the bottom edge, pulling the wet top up and off. 

scarlett2angel: nice use of beer there Gabi 

Master_joe: one very hott personal dance 

Gabriela92: uses the dry sections to wipe the dampness off my boobs. 

Gabriela92: then puts my arms and head through the proper holes in the fresh, dry top, 

stretching it down and over my torso. 

scarlett2angel: looks over at tygo is he still breathing? 

Gabriela92: glances at Draz... he's always giving me one a size or two too small.... 

D r a z: laffs and it fits so well  

tygo222000: looks just right to me 

 

 

Gabriela92: slithers off the barstool and wiggles my hips, slightly bending my knees and 

waving my arms slowly overhead 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooo gabi!!! 

D r a z:      woo hoo gabri    watches as she snakes that body   

dirtyrpgirl: thats great slick!!! 

Gabriela92: shuffling in a slow turn, flexing my knees slightly 

tigerzjill: grins at Gabriela as she slides off her seat 



Gabriela92: snapping fingers... 

dirtyrpgirl: this next one will get her doing more than that draz!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: grins 

dirtyrpgirl: and sits back!!!! 

Gabriela92: wooooooooooooooooooo!!!!!! 

D r a z: we are just thunderstruck by gabri 

Gabriela92: slow claps from horizontal to overhead.... 

dirtyrpgirl: yeps draz....winks 

tigerzjill: finds a seat next to dirty  

Gabriela92: snake-like waving of my body, side to side 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and pats the chair next to mine for jill 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders as I shuffle diagonally across the dance floor 

Gabriela92: stops in the middle, bumping one hip outward in time to the music.... 

tigerzjill: gives dirty a sweet kiss on her cheek and smiles as i sit next to her 

dirtyrpgirl: shake it gabi!!!! 

D r a z: watches  those hips  as they beat out a primevil rythmn  

dirtyrpgirl: hot damn jill !!!...smiles and cues up the next tune................ 

Gabriela92: runs my palms slowly down the back of my dress, fingers pointing down.... 

Gabriela92: smoothing the tight red knit over the curve of my buns 

Gabriela92: Hello, Trisha!!!! 

D r a z:  grins to see that dress cling top the hot buns  

D r a z:   hugsssssssss  hi trisha  

Gabriela92: grasps the hem in back and slides it back and forth across the tops of my 

thighs. 

RocketManFL: yummny thighs 

Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist, running my hands slowly down the back of my 

legs. 

D r a z: growls watching gabri move that dres over her thighs  

tigerzjill: wonders out loud if a dress could fit any better than that a i stare at Gabriela 

Gabriela92: lolls my head left and right, letting my hair swing free in front of me 

D r a z: the light catching the hair swish is mesmerising  

Gabriela92: slides my hands across the front of my knees... 

Gabriela92: drags my fingertips slowly up the inside of my legs 

Gabriela92: until my thumbs brush the hem and lift it slightly 

D r a z:   eyes following the fingertips as they   press the flesh  

Gabriela92: quick glimpse of the lacy black panties under the dress 

Gabriela92: hands continuing up the front 

RocketManFL: << licks lips 

Cars_75: oh my... what a sight to wake up to... stares at Gabriela 

Gabriela92: up my tummy... 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms,seeing those lace panties 

Gabriela92: over the swell of my bust to the scoop neckline 

RocketManFL: Gabri the sensualist 

D r a z: grins to watch fingers slide up  



Gabriela92: short shuffles, starting the Strut 

RocketManFL: cant blame me, its Gabri's fault 

Gabriela92: reaches the corner of the dance floor, gives a quick snap-bend forward and 

back up. 

Gabriela92: puts one foot in front of the other, and rocks forward and back a few times 

Gabriela92: hi, Liz 

sweetnspicydrops: ah, walked in on something interesting I see  

Cars_75: hello Liz 

sweetnspicydrops: quietly sits at the bar 

RocketManFL: indeed 

sweetnspicydrops: hi car 

tigerzjill: hiya sweet...just in time! 

dirtyrpgirl: rock it gabi!!!...wohooooooooooooo 

sweetnspicydrops: hi jill hugs 

D r a z:   grins watching   gabri as she rocks and struts  

Gabriela92: puts my knees together and slowly bends my knees down into a crouch... 

Gabriela92: swinging knees left and right.... 

Gabriela92: slowly standing, continuing the swing 

D r a z: smiles watching as she lowers her butt     to the floor  

RocketManFL: way to go Gabri 

Gabriela92: gives a sexy walk, crossing one foot over the other, as I make my way to 

Lostdad's table.... 

Cars_75: mmmhm...sips and almost spills my coffee as my eyes rest on Gabriela. ...such a 

sexy feline figure 

Gabriela92: kicks off one shoe, resting the bare foot on the front edge of Lost's chair 

tigerzjill: giggles how well Gabriela can mesmerize the room and bounce at the same 

time 

Gabriela92: wiggles my painted toenails between Lost's legs, grazing his inseam 

  

Gabriela92: pivots my heel a bit, working the toes under his thigh 

lostdad50: nothing more sexier than sweet painted toenails 

Gabriela92: wiggles the toes some more, on the underside of Lost's thigh 

RocketManFL: lucky bastard 

lostdad50: this has to be one of the happiest days of my life   

Gabriela92: pivots my other leg slowly around to the outside of Lost's leg 

Gabriela92: settles myself down on the top of Lost's thigh 

Gabriela92: winks at Lost, and slowly shakes my head... no touching! 

D r a z:   points to the no hands sign # 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhh......smiles 

Gabriela92: grabs a handful of my dress and tugs it out from under my butt so my panties 

are right on top of Lost's trousers. 

lostdad50: if there is a pathway to heaven this must be it 

Gabriela92: rocks myself slowly forward and back on his leg several times. 



Gabriela92: then grinds several times clockwise before reversing the grind into the other 

direction 

lostdad50: omg red faced and sweating  

Gabriela92: leans backwards until my head and shoulders rest on the table 

D r a z: stands by with the defibrilator seeing losts face  

tigerzjill: grins watching dad's face as Gabriela teases him soooo 

RocketManFL: phne thatr ready  to call 911 

tigerzjill: hehe never thought i would say that in a brothel! 

lostdad50: lol remember 2 breaths first then chest compressions please 

sweetnspicydrops: don't worry, Jill and I know CPR if he has an episode 

Gabriela92: kicks off the other shoe so that I'm barefoot 

Cars_75: uh oh.... good to know Draz has some precaution for this matter 

D r a z: looks at the red phone with coroner written on it  

tigerzjill: i am trained too in cpr and first aid...just saying 

lostdad50: what a way to go though draz 

meganwalters: hiya sweet 

Gabriela92: wiggles my foot out from under Lost's thigh and raises it to his shoulder 

RocketManFL: << falls to floor, gasping 

Gabriela92: then lifts the other foot from the floor to Lost's other shoulder.... 

Gabriela92: lifts the front of the dress hem, letting Lost look right up the inside to the 

narrow part of my panties 

lostdad50: ok deep breaths  

dirtyrpgirl: wb gophers.....smiles 

lostdad50: with the beautiful women in this room who dance there should be a medical 

team standing by 

Gabriela92: takes one bare foot off Lost's shoulder and rubs my soft instep up and down 

Lost's jawline and cheek.... 

Gabriela92: then tickles his ear with wiggling toes...... 

lostdad50: Gabs has to be into my inner thoughts 

RocketManFL: wow great gravity defying moves there Gabri 

Cars_75: oh my... Gabriela is such a sexy lil tease 

Gabriela92: takes Lost's face between my insteps and presses on his cheeks with my feet 

sweetnspicydrops: why do you say she is a tease, Cars? 

Gabriela92: drags one big toe down the side of Lost's neck... 

lostdad50: the dance is more than enough of a gift from a sexy sweet girl 

Gabriela92: slips my toes into the gap between two buttons on the front of Lost's shirt.... 

Gabriela92: toes lightly grazing across his chest... 

Gabriela92: takes the other foot down from Lost's face and rests it in his lap 

dirtyrpgirl: wtatches as gabi's butt bounces to the beat in lost's lap 

lostdad50: well thats going to create a problem lol 

touchdown366: hands him ice for the swelling 

lostdad50: could someone please grab me a clean towel  

sweetnspicydrops: from what I have read, ice won't help him 



Gabriela92: finally lowers both feet to the floor.... turns over to rest my elbows on the 

table, swaying my tush back and forth in front of Lost 

D r a z: whistles watching the sweet tush  move  to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: now, for some slow...bump and grind......smiles 

Gabriela92: reaches back to raise the back of the dress off my buns, showing the panties 

and the bare curves stretching down below them 

Cars_75: winks at dirty... 

lostdad50: mustang sally Dg 

sweetnspicydrops: rocks in my seat to the rythem watching gabby...  

lostdad50: TY Dg 

dirtyrpgirl: we here in LAB,aim to please , lost.....smiles 

RocketManFL: aims at Dirty's please 

lostdad50: omg and tonights not even my birthday  

mngophers80_1: yes you girls aim to please 

Gabriela92: shuffles my feet backward until my bare buns touch the front of Lost's 

shirt.... slides them back and forth across the fabric, feeling the buttons lightly scratching 

my bare cheeks. 

RocketManFL: prices wet up? 

lostdad50: Draz could I please get anything cold ? 

RocketManFL: tosses a block of ice toawrd Lost 

Gabriela92: stands and turns, resting a hand on Lost's shoulder as I lean forward to give 

him a kiss on the cheek... Thank you for your attention, sir!  Bends to collect my shoes 

and smooths my dress back down before strolling back to my barstool, shoes in hand. 

D r a z: passes lost a glass of ice with a new sports drink ......bodyarmor poured in  

sweetnspicydrops: applauds 

dirtyrpgirl: wohhooooooooooooooooooo gabi!!! stand up and applauds that sexy dance 

and movements!!!!! 

lostdad50: and whatever Gabs wants for the rest of the night  

tigerzjill: claps for Gabriela wooohoooooo 

lostdad50: ty so much Gabs!!!!!!!!!!!! 

touchdown366: awesome gabi 

D r a z:  woo hoo claps  for gabri ,,,,,,Bravo 

RocketManFL: go for the porche Gabri 

Gabriela92: yvw, Lost... good to see you bck. 

dirtyrpgirl: and lost, you did "treat her like a lady"....smiles 

Cars_75: wow... that was sizzling hot, Gabriela!! claps and smiles 

lostdad50: BE back in 5 need a waredrobe change lol 

Gabriela92: ty, everyone... you're very sweet and kind to appreciate my foibles. 

dirtyrpgirl: lol ,lost 

RocketManFL: sexiest foibles this side of the ole mis 

dirtyrpgirl: well you deserved it gabi...smiles 

Gabriela92: grins 

 



Gabriela92: mmmm.... loves slow, smoky blues like this... slides off the stool and slowly 

meanders out to the darkened dance floor. 

garrett523: *shakes his head* what a welcome back... lol 

D r a z: grins to watch gabri  move slow to the beat .   

mtnlobowolf: mmm   go gabri    

Gabriela92: shuffles my feet side to side, slowly turning in a small circle around where 

I'm standing 

Gabriela92: arms swinging gently at my sides 

Gabriela92: Hello, Major. 

garrett523: *claps 

Gabriela92: no false advertising 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on my bottom, fingers pointing downward, pushing my buns 

into a slow, grinding circle 

Gabriela92: then a couple of figure 8's 

garrett523: *whistles* 

mtnlobowolf: wow   what a nice  show 

Gabriela92: bumps twice right, twice left, then repeats 

D r a z:   great show  

Gabriela92: grasps the back of my dress hem and slides it back and forth across the 

backs of my thighs 

D r a z:  smiles watching the swishing skirt 

garrett523: *bites his lip again* god i've missed this place 

mtnlobowolf: nice     wonder if hem will go up more 

Gabriela92: turns my backside to Garrett... flips my hair off my shoulder, and glances 

back over it at him..... 

D r a z: tease  ,,,, laffs 

garrett523: *gives her a wink as the eyes meet* 

Gabriela92: continues to slide the tight, stretchy fabric back and forth on the back of my 

legs 

Gabriela92: imperceptibly moves the line upward, a few millimeters at a time. 

garrett523: *his eyes glance down at the hem and smiles* 

D r a z:   smiles to see the dress creep up  the thighs  

Gabriela92: sets my feet a little wider than my shoulders, and flexes one knee, then the 

other. 

Gabriela92: moving the tush back and forth 

mtnlobowolf: mmm   move that tush 

D r a z:     smiles to see  that  tush move to and fro ,,,,,,,,,  

Gabriela92: lets the hem come up just far enough that there's a glimpse of the fine line in 

my skin where the legs meet the buns... 

garrett523: perfect little tushy 

mtnlobowolf: yes very perfect 

D r a z:        smiles to see  the point the buns  start  to  swell to the pert cheeks  

Gabriela92: then holds down the left side of the hem and stretches the right side up to 

my hip, flashing the right cheek for moment... 



Gabriela92: then drops it back down and does the same on the left side. 

D r a z:  Gabriela92: then holds down the left side of the hem and stretches the right side 

up to my hip, flashing the right cheek for moment... 

Gabriela92: drops the hem and runs my fingertips up and down on the smooth skin on 

the back of my upper thighs 

D r a z: grins to see the fingers sstroke the thighs  

garrett523: lucky fingers 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I can see the sheen of the spotlight on that smooth skin. 

Gabriela92: slides them around to the sides and does the same next to my hips 

Gabriela92: then to the front of my legs... 

garrett523: goddamn... 

D r a z:  growls to see the hands   carress  

Gabriela92: lastly drags my fingernails up the inside of my thighs, bending forward to 

start at the knees 

Gabriela92: letting them disappear momentarily under the dress in the front 

mtnlobowolf: sits on edge of stool to see fingers  move   

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lovely vision. 

garrett523: very lucky fingers... 

Gabriela92: slips them around to the hips, grabbing the hem again and quickly pulling it 

up to the waistband of my panties, giving a quick flash before tugging it back down. 

D r a z:  phew  

mtnlobowolf: sexy panties and sexy legs 

Gabriela92: holds the hem and makes a little choo-choo motion at the sides as I make 

little shuffle steps across the dance floor. 

garrett523: *smiles* 

D r a z: smiles as i hear  the steam   whistles       from the choo choo 

Ivan_Skavinsky: LOL, Draz. 

Gabriela92: shuffles over to the stage steps.... 

Gabriela92: daintily climbs them... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Attention focused on Gabi - is she about to perform? 

D r a z:  watches the hips move as gabri mounts  the steps  

D r a z:  she has been doing  

Gabriela92: moves to the end of the stage and runs my fingers deeply into my hair, 

holding my head between my hands 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips in three clockwise circles, finishing with three pelvic thrusts 

forward 

D r a z:  grins to see the fingers in the long hair as   that  body ssways   

D r a z: growls to see the provocative thrusts  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fascinated by that hip movement. 

Gabriela92: several quick hip snaps to the left and right... 

mtnlobowolf: grins   growls at the thrusts 

Gabriela92: then more grinds, alternating fast and slow. 

Gabriela92: lets my fingers slowly pull out of my hair and drift down my cheeks, then 

jawline, and down my neck 



D r a z:  grins watchig  the hips  ,,,those pelvic thrusts  setting the placealight  

Gabriela92: down over my collarbones 

Gabriela92: resting on the dress over my breasts... giving them a firm, deep squeeze, 

digging my fingers in.... 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms, putting each hand on the opposite shoulder, forearms 

cradling my boobs 

D r a z:  smies as i see the flesh indent under the fingers , such firm breasts  

Gabriela92: pressing them tightly together, upheaving my cleavage 

mtnlobowolf: seeing the breasts   being squeezed  and perk up 

Gabriela92: then lets the hands slowly drift down and across.... 

D r a z:  growls as  those hands caress  the firm breasts  

Gabriela92: cups each breast in an open hand 

Gabriela92: weighs and slightly lifts the left, then lowers it and repeats the lifting on the 

right side.... 

D r a z:   grins   to see the weight in each hand  

mtnlobowolf: mighty fine weight   

Gabriela92: curls all four fingers of my left hand into the scoop neckline of the stretchy 

ribbed-knit dress 

D r a z: rock me babe ,,,,rock me all night long  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lovely movement, Gabi. 

Gabriela92: pulls down slowly, stretching the fabric and letting my left boob swell out of 

the dress and into full view 

mtnlobowolf: wow   such a beautiful view 

D r a z:  grins as we get a view of the full breast   

Ivan_Skavinsky: Can't take my eyes off, Gabi. 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips softly around on it in ever-decreasing circles until they 

graze the edge of my areola 

Gabriela92: then uses just the middle finger to lightly circle the nipple 

D r a z:   grins to watch  gabri as she tease so well 

Gabriela92: finally resting the fingertip just on the center 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmm wow....head snaps to see Gabi....did i really see what I 

thought I saw? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: She's an expert. 

Gabriela92: flicks it gently a few times with the fingernail 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think you did, Laura. 

Gabriela92: eyes moving slowly from one room patron to the next 

D r a z: winks at gabri  as she moves to the insistant beat of the tune 

Ivan_Skavinsky: WB, Garrett. 

Gabriela92: reaches up with the left hand and pushes the strap of the dress off my right 

shoulder 

Ivan_Skavinsky: He's gone again. 

Gabriela92: slowly peels the fabric down off the right breast 

D r a z: grins tolook over at gabri as she    slowly    strips  

mtnlobowolf: sexy girls 



laurabeforeyou: mmmmmm thanks mtn....gasping....oh my....gabi going full monty?   

Ivan_Skavinsky: We can but hope, Laura. 

Gabriela92: covers the nipples on both sides with my fingertips, rubbing around in small 

circles 

mtnlobowolf: welcome  laura   

Gabriela92: lightly pinches and rolls each one between my thumbs and index fingers 

Gabriela92: closing my eyes for a few seconds, enjoying the sensation momentarily in the 

privacy of my mind before opening my eyes and glancing around 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Tony. 

D r a z:  growls  to see those breast as   as gabri sways  in her dream state  

mtnlobowolf: beautiful view of breasts 

Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs under the dress straps on each side and peels the tight, 

stretch fabric down. 

Gabriela92: wiggling my hips to help get it down past my tushy 

D r a z: growls to see the dress slip off the hips 

Gabriela92: pushes it down my thighs and lets it fall in a loose loop around my ankles 

mtnlobowolf: smiles as dress comes off 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What a gorgeous figure. 

mtnlobowolf: very sexy figure 

Gabriela92: steps out of the center and uses the toe of one shoe to kick it off the stage 

floor, into Lobo's lap. 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmm smiling and watching gabi.....upper arms moving in 

towards my center....creating my own deep cleavage....eyes winced in sympathetic 

delight....knowing how she must be feeling 

mtnlobowolf: wow  nice     thanks 

Gabriela92: sways to the music, clad only in my high heels, panties, and a few pieces of 

jewelry 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fascinated watching Laura watching Gabi. 

Gabriela92: smiles at Laura 

D r a z: grins at the two girls as   they  work it together ,.....though seperately  

mtnlobowolf: wonderful ladies  creating good show 

Gabriela92: kicks off the shoes and feels my feet touch the cool stage floor 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmm crossing my legs....hand smooths my dress against my 

thigh....eyes sparkle as i gance at gabi 

Gabriela92: dances and spins over toward Ivan's seat 

mtnlobowolf: watch gabri  as i try to watch laura smooth dress 

Ivan_Skavinsky: See's Gabi whirl towards me and am totally entranced. 

mtnlobowolf: keeps gabris dress on lap 

Gabriela92: turns my back and bends forward at the waist 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down the back of my thighs and over my almost-

exposed buns 

mtnlobowolf: ivan must have a good view 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's a fantastic view, Wolf. 

D r a z:  grins to watch thiose buns  



mtnlobowolf: i bet it is 

Gabriela92: turns back around and drops to my knees on the edge of the stage, right in 

front of Ivan's chair. 

mtnlobowolf: looks at laura  sees some leg showing 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Its getting warm in here, Draz. 

D r a z: turns the ac up 

Gabriela92: lays my arms across my  head again, swaying on my knees 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I don't think its the ac, Draz. 

Gabriela92: reaches out and rests my hands on Ivan's shoulders... 

D r a z:   winks i know exactly what it is  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gazes at Gabi in absolute fascination. 

laurabeforeyou: smiling watching ivan and gabi.... 

D r a z:   grins   to watch   gabri as she relentlessly  teases 

Gabriela92: spider-walks my fingers up Ivan's neck until they're behind his head 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Feel a tingle as the hairs rise on the back of my neck. 

Gabriela92: slowly pulls him forward, so close that I can feel his warm breath cascading 

across the bare skin of my breasts... 

mtnlobowolf: wow 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I look at those beautiful curves and think wow. 

laurabeforeyou: biting my lower lip....shrugging shoulders as i watch....mmmmm  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Mendoza. 

Gabriela92: gives my shoulders a gentle shake, and momentarily feels Ivan's whiskers 

graze my soft skin 

mtnlobowolf: enjoying gabri dance and enjoy watching laura 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Sneek a peek at Laura before Gabi grabs my attention again. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I should have shaved closer this morning. 

Gabriela92: leans backward slightly, pulling Ivan downward until his nose touches the 

center of my navel 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Enjoying the luscious scent of Gabi's perfume. 

Gabriela92: swivels Ivan's head slightly with my hands, moving the nose around in my 

belly button. 

D r a z: woo  hoo  gabri  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's intoxicating. 

mtnlobowolf: go for it gabri 

laurabeforeyou: hand glides along my thigh to my hip....flat hand pats my flat 

tummy....smiling...watching gabi 

Gabriela92: holds his head in place with one hand as the other reaches down and my 

thumb slips inside the waistband of my panties, stretching it out a few inches 

mtnlobowolf: watching laura move hand   

mtnlobowolf: hang in there ivan  

Gabriela92: tilts Ivan's head down slightly so his nose rubs the centerline of my tummy, 

just below the belly button. 

laurabeforeyou: fingers feeling the delicate little bow on the front center of the 

waistband of my panties through my dress...wow....gabi is so daring! 



Ivan_Skavinsky: Lets Gabi move my head, unable to resist. 

mtnlobowolf: gabri is daring    as i watch laura play with bow 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Catches a glimpse of Laura's movements and thinks what a fascinating 

place lady ann's is. 

Gabriela92: releases the waistband quickly, letting my panties snap back in place but 

forcing a quick puff of air upward toward Ivan's nostrils. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Inhales the vapor it's such a promising scent. 

laurabeforeyou: crossing and recrossing my thighs.....wincing and eyes flutter as my 

thighs press against the silk panties.....my top leg kicking an a quicker rhythm... 

Gabriela92: releases Ivan's head and scoots back a few inches on my knees. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Looks up and smiles at Gabi. 

mtnlobowolf: watching lauras legs move  and her excitment 

Gabriela92: grins back and winks at Ivan 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Winks back at Gabi. 

D r a z:   grins to watch  gabri and laura 

laurabeforeyou: my fingers move to my long hair...combing through it....fingers absent 

mindedly work out a small knot as i cross my arm under my breasts....dreamily watching 

gabi... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Two lovely luscious young ladies. 

mtnlobowolf: watch laura finger hair    as arm pushes up breasts 

laurabeforeyou: blushing from a flash of excitement and ivan's very kind compliment... 

Bee_passionately_blue: They definitely tease in ways that are salacious  

Ivan_Skavinsky: They certainly do, Bee. 

mtnlobowolf: yes  two very beautiful ladies 

Gabriela92: pushes myself up to a standing position and walks to the stairs and over to 

the bar to get a clean, but undersized, thin cotton LAB tank top from the souvenir shelf, 

giving Laura an opportunity to show everyone her dance moves. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Just telling it like it is, Laura. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Kenny. 

Gabriela92: welcome, Kenny 

D r a z: smiles at   gabri  as she dresses  ,,,,,,,,,,,,  so hot   gbari  hugs  

mtnlobowolf: very sensual miss gabri 

D r a z:    great dancing  

D r a z:       Bravo Bravo gabri 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Excellent performance, Gabi. 

 

 

Kelli- and Gabriela92 

kelli-: dances around Gabs chair  

bigbadwoof2008: alright we are resuming where we left off 

kelli-: hands on hips 



Al_dente_: oh, I see....  yes.. of course I'd rather they showed an interest!!!! 

kelli-: swaying back and forth  

kelli-: hands move up  

kelli-: high over my head 

Al_dente_: watches Gab's eyes as they follow as best they can..... 

kelli-: hips swivel to the music 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmm kelli 

kelli-: leans over inches from Gabs face  

kelli-: eyes on Gabs eyes  

Gabriela92: eyes get big 

kelli-: slowwwwlllyyy licks my lips 

Al_dente_: wathes Kelli's butt as she leans.... 

Gabriela92: parts my lips slightly, drawing in a quick breath 

kelli-: sways to the slow beat  

kelli-: leans in closer .. tracing Gabs lips with the tip of my tongue 

bigbadwoof2008: oh my 

Al_dente_: smiles as I watch the swaying body... and the seduction of Gabi.... 

Gabriela92: quivers as feel the tongue 

Al_dente_: (glad someone is giving her a bit of her own medicine) 

bigbadwoof2008: you too are very sexy together 

bigbadwoof2008: two 

kelli-: climbs up on Gabs lap .. facing .. legs around  

kelli-: slowly sways  

bigbadwoof2008: good gawd 

Gabriela92: unfolds my arms and graps the sides of the chair 

Al_dente_: loves the way the legs open as they slide around Gab's body 

Gabriela92: grabs^ 

kelli-: fingers pressing your hair back off your cheeks .. lips lightly brush your skin  

Gabriela92: gasps 

kelli-: my tongue leave a trail up your neck to your ear  

bigbadwoof2008: i'm getting all keyed up here     

kelli-: gently tugs your hair pulling your head back giving me access to your neck  

Al_dente_: see's the gap between the two pais of breasts lessening..... 

Gabriela92: turns my face up and away, exposing more of my neck to Kelli's mouth 

Al_dente_: pairs^ 

kelli-: opens my mouth wide and brushes my teeth on your skin  

Gabriela92: feels my pulse quickening, my breaths becoming deeper and more urgent 

bigbadwoof2008: my pulse is quickening too 

kelli-: up to your ear lobe .. nibbling.. sucking .. tongue tracing your ear  

Gabriela92: my buns squirming into the chair 

kelli-: my chest leaning into yours  

bigbadwoof2008: nipple to nipple 

Al_dente_: <looks at the pile of towels behind the bar....  probably too late now.....) 



Gabriela92: takes a deeper breath, pressing myself into her body 

kelli-: sits up straight .. my back arched slightly .. hips begin to sway  

kelli-: hands move down your shoulders. .. down your body .. over your ribs .. having 

gently brushed your beautiful full breasts  

Gabriela92: moves my tight knees and supple thighs back and forth under kelli's swaying 

kelli-: pulls my legs tight around you 

Al_dente_: <imagines the temperature in thet lap....... 

bigbadwoof2008: imagines the wetness in the lap too 

kelli-: takes a deep breath as I study your eyes 

bigbadwoof2008: i am studying other body parts 

Gabriela92: leans slightly forward, lips parted, hoping but not daring to initiate the kiss. 

kelli-: slowly .. carefully.. closes the space between us  

Al_dente_: fells the elecricity in the air 

Al_dente_: feels 

Gabriela92: tilts my face slightly to one side 

kelli-: and a different kinda juice elsewhere  

Gabriela92: feeling the warm breath  

kelli-: lips press against yours  

Al_dente_: lol me too yusuf!!! 

Gabriela92: softly closes my warm, moist lips against Kelli's 

Gabriela92: forming full contact 

Gabriela92: pressing tightly 

kelli-: I usually finish with this song but I'd reeeeaaallyyy like to start something with it 

instead  

kelli-: slips my tongue into your mouth  

Al_dente_: smiles as the two women melt into each other.... 

bigbadwoof2008: been waiting for the kelli move 

bigbadwoof2008: nice 

Gabriela92: places my hands flat against Kelli's face, my fingers lightly touching her ears 

kelli-: hands tighten around your waist  

Gabriela92: gently carressing the ridges and folds 

kelli-: thinking of a few ridges and folds I want to explore  

Gabriela92: shifts under Kelli, moving some folds and ridges 

bigbadwoof2008: go fur it kelli 

 

kelli-: gets close behind Gab, and blows softly in her ear  

mtnlobowolf: watching kelli and gabri  

kelli-: winks @ lobo 

mtnlobowolf: smiles 

Gabriela92: squirms a little, smiling 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: softly blows in Gabs other ear 

Kelleen: shivers and i am just watching it  



Gabriela92: rolls my head around slowly 

kelli-: fingers move into Gabs hair, slowly massaging  

Gabriela92: tilts my head back onto Kelli's sternum, turning slightly to one side. 

kelli-: kiss Gabs forehead .. smiling  

Gabriela92: bites my lower lip and slowly closes my eyes, relishing the contact for a long 

moment. 

kelli-: little kisses all over Gabs face  

Gabriela92: reaches up and gently holds Kelli's cheeks between my palms, pulling her 

downward until our noses lightly graze each other on one side, then our lips meeting and 

melting into a soft seal. 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmm  

kelli-: moves around and sits on Gabs lap  

kelli-: don't wanna melt all the ice in everyones drink 

vazziy: Quietly takes a seat with my drink  

Gabriela92: drapes my forearms over Kelli's shoulders and leans in until our foreheads 

touch and I feel her warm breath on my face. 

mtnlobowolf: sits back in chair   enjoying watching kelli and gabri 

kelli-: hips and ass working to the beat while sitting on Gabs lap  

kelli-: smiling.. watching Gabs eyes 

Gabriela92: my eyes twinkling, and a quick, playful raise and drop of the eyebrows. 

kelli-: hands slowly rise as my little dance continues  

kelli-: eyes locked on Gabs  

Gabriela92: sways and rocks my bottom on the stool underneath Kelli 

kelli-: body joins my hips in the dance.. working the new song  

vazziy: watching .. thinking something about it is not fair.. 

kelli-: what's unfair? 

vazziy: the two most attractive women in the room...  

kelli-: that's not fair  

Gabriela92: untucks Kelli's top and wiggles it up her torso a bit, showing everyone her 

slim, taut tummy. 

kelli-: unbuttons all but one on my work uniform shirt  

Gabriela92: peeks to make sure Kelli has a bra underneath the uniform top, then pops 

open the last button. 

kelli-: I do .. giggles ..plain and white but it's there .. very utilitarian  

mtnlobowolf: very sexy 

vazziy: watching as i sip on my drink ..  

mtnlobowolf: see  how kelli fills bra out 

kelli-: just 32 B 

Gabriela92: pushes the uniform top off Kelli's shoulders so it falls to the bend of her 

elbows, then uses the fingertips on one hand to lightly stroke and caress the soft skin of 

Kelli's chest and tummy. 

kelli-: nothing to write congress about 

vazziy: Wondering if kelli is going to return the favor 

mtnlobowolf: well they are nice    something to dream about though 



kelli-: holds my arms down to allow the shirt to fall to the floor behind me 

tigerzjill: giggles and knows exactly what kelli means 

kelli-: winks @ Jill .. a fellow member of the itty bitty titty committee  

tigerzjill: uh huh 

mtnlobowolf: may be small but  worth  seeing 

kelli-: it doesn't mean they are any less sensitive .. smiles at Gab  

Gabriela92: nods, knowingly 

kelli-: resumes my slow.. provocative dance on Gabs lap  

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body as I sway and move to the steady rhythm 

Gabriela92: holds kelly at the narrowest part of her waist, my thumbs on her tummy and 

my fingers lightly stroking the skin over her kidneys. 

Gabriela92: Hello, Wrangler 

vazziy: watching Gabriela's hands 

kelli-: holds "it" in .. noticing that Gabs fingers reach most of the way around me  

kelli-: hands move over my head .. working that slow steady rhythm a little harder  

kelli-: head leans back .. eyes close .. hips thrust to the beat  

Gabriela92: slides hands around front slightly 

kelli-: hips swivel  

Gabriela92: thumbs lightly stroking the tummy just ouside the belly button. 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: swaying .. left left right right to the new song ..  

kelli-: ribs showing as I feel Gabs hands on me  

Gabriela92: sliding hands slowly up and down from Kelli's pants almost to her armpits. 

kelli-: leans back slightly  

kelli-: couldn't take the heat ? .. giggles 

kelli-: I guess lobo thought his fur was about to ignite  

kelli-: hands on Gabs shoulders .. smiles 

Gabriela92: slides one hand up Kelli's bare back, slipping it under the back strap of her 

bra and rubbing between Kelli's shoulder blades. 

kelli-: mmmmm I need that  

Gabriela92: pivots Kelli on my lap to face away from me, her legs draped outside my 

knees. 

kelli-: settles back in on Gabs lap 

Gabriela92: kneads Kelli's shouders with my fingers, thumbs, and hands 

kelli-: puuurrrrrrr.. fect  

kelli-: soooo tight  

kelli-: truck day Gab 

kelli-: hi Joe 

Gabriela92: leans in to softly kiss the skin between Kelli's shoulder blades, right below 

her neck... poor baby.... 

kelli-: shivers  

Master_joe: hi kelli 

kelli-: getting a back rub  

Master_joe: oo that is what is tight..lol 



wrangler826: lol 

kelli-: truck day at work 

 

Kelli- 

kelli-: dances around the chairs  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: claps out the beat  

touchdown366: helps kelli count to 4 lol 

scarlett2angel: claps my hands twrils around drops to my knees on my bed shimmys my 

shoulders as my hair falls down my back 

kelli-: rocks my body to the new rock beat  

scarlett2angel: screamssssssssssssssssss yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa baby an drops to my 

hands rolls my hips and humps the bed  

mtnlobowolf: lucky bed 

touchdown366: hello Steff 

scarlett2angel: tossing my head left and right as the beat rocks my lower body winks into 

the mirror and lets my hips move with the beat 

scarlett2angel: hello wolf  

mtnlobowolf: hi miss scarlett 

D r a z: watches all the rocking going on 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips bounces my tummy on the bed as my hair flys around my 

head and winks at draz  

scarlett2angel: are you ready? 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

scarlett2angel: rolls over kicks my feet up and slips off the bed  

kelli-: special outfit for kris 

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-esp2186wht.html 

kelli-: working the beat  

scarlett2angel: whistlesssssssssssss and smiles at kris 

kelli-: slowly turning .. hips moving to the music  

D r a z:   woo hoo  good outfit  

touchdown366: very nice outfit 

kelli-: strutts down the bar  

D r a z:  watches the strutting dancer 

D r a z:  quiet a show  

kelli-: stops and toes the bar infront of kris and TD 

kelli-: leans forward  

kristopher_1: would have my full attention and then some 

kelli-: hair flying  

touchdown366: watches her hot moves 

touchdown366: hello erica 



kelli-: wiggles my shoulders and smiles at the boys 

kelli-: straightens .. slowly turns  

ericamilam: flashes a 100 bill for Kelli 

kelli-: hands on hips  

kelli-: works down toward erica 

kelli-: wild dance  

kelli-: hair flying.. hands high 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips revolve  

kelli-: winks at erica 

D r a z: its just a sexual thing  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kristopher_1: my imagination runs wild 

RocketManFL: Jill !! hugs 

ericamilam: slides bill across table towards Kelli 

kelli-: offers erica a place in my waist band for the hundred  

touchdown366: watches kelli's hot dance 

ericamilam: settles back in my chair legs spread  

kelli-: sways to the beat  

kelli-: takes the bill .. puts it into the waist band 

scarlett2angel: slips money into td's hand seeing i cant get near the stage  

tigerzjill: hiya rocket ride! 

kelli-: rolls over backward to my feet  

mtnlobowolf: sneeks behind scarlett  and slips  a 50 to her for  her being so sweet 

touchdown366: takes the money and puts a bill in my mouth waits for kelli to bite the 

other end 

scarlett2angel: mmm ty mt  

mtnlobowolf: yvw 

kelli-: slowly strutts down the bar toward TD 

kelli-: hips sway as I strutt 

touchdown366: watches as she stuts 

touchdown366: strutts 

kelli-: stops infront of TD and Kris once again  

touchdown366: looks up at her 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body  

scarlett2angel: stands still but rocks my hips as my arms wave over my head and pushs 

my ass back against wolf as Kelli works her magic 

kelli-: stands facing the boys .. feet apart  

D r a z: watches the hands move all over kelli  

kelli-: pushing back my hair .. head back  

mtnlobowolf: mmm  nice ass scarlet  as i feel it move 

kelli-: thrusting my hips to the beat  

Gabriela92: Whispers, "Hi, Draz" and waved to avoid disrupting the dancing. 

kelli-: left left right right 



kelli-: swivels  

touchdown366: sees the thrusting and hips move 

kelli-: looks down at TD with the bill in his mouth  

mylstoknowhere: bk  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

scarlett2angel: hooks my arms around your neck sways my hips and lets the beat move 

my lower body while my tits push my top up my tummy more  

touchdown366: looks up at the sexy kelli 

Gabriela92: waves back to TD 

kelli-: all fours on the bar 

kelli-: moves closer to him  

kelli-: ass swaying to the beat  

scarlett2angel: smiles and waves at Gabi as she slips in 

touchdown366: leans in more 

kelli-: eyes on tDs eyes 

Gabriela92: nods to Rocket and grins at Scarlett 

D r a z:  winks at kelli as she   sways that  pert butt 

mtnlobowolf: likes the movement  and top moving up 

kelli-: kiss his nose  

touchdown366: stares in to hers 

kelli-: takes the bill in my lips 

kelli-: tugs 

touchdown366: feels the wetness on my nose as she takes the bill 

tigerzjill: whispers hiya Gabriela 

kelli-: up on my knees as the song ends 

kelli-: tucks the bill in my waist band and pops up to my feet  

scarlett2angel: feels wolf move behind me rocks my hips abit faster and shakes my head 

at Draz  

kelli-: rocks back and forth to the song 

kelli-: spins 

D r a z:   passes kelli the hat  

mtnlobowolf: hands on scarlett hips as she  moves faster    presses against her 

kelli-: grabs the hat  

scarlett2angel: whistlesssssss at Kelli shimmys my shoulders and grinds side to side 

infront of wolf  

kelli-: pops it on my head as I do the moon walk down the bar  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhh wolf winks and whispers Draz does this shit on purpose  

kelli-: my outfit incase someone missed it  http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-

bandeau-booty-short-esp2186wht.html 

kelli-: does a few MJ moves ..  

kelli-: up on my toes ... grabs my crotch  

mtnlobowolf: as i  give scarlett  another  50 

scarlett2angel: rocks left and right bumps back and runs my fingers in your hair as i 

dance to this standing still 



kelli-: wild dance down the bar  

kelli-: turns and shakes my ass  

kelli-: works it  

scarlett2angel: whistlessssss points at Kelli....work it girl  

D r a z: whistles an wipes the bar  .......winks at scarlett and kelli  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks at Kris  

kelli-: leans down and closes his mouth with two fingers  

RocketManFL: chuckles 

kelli-: waves my hand infront of his eyes... you ok?? LOL 

kristopher_1: my eyes would along with my  mouth 

scarlett2angel: looks back at wolf smiles and lets him catch his breath 

mtnlobowolf: work it kelli   as i get closer to scarlett 

D r a z: stands by with the defib and oxygen  

kelli-: strutts down the bar toward Draz and Gab 

mtnlobowolf: smiles  as i catch breath 

scarlett2angel: kris will love it here now thanks to Kelli 

tigerzjill: staring at the amazing kelli 

D r a z: winks up at kelli as she strutss   

kelli-: stops infront of them  

D r a z: we love to watch her strutt  

Gabriela92: taps out the rhythm as Kelli approaches, nodding in time to the beat. 

kelli-: leans forward .. shakes my shoulders 

kelli-: blows a kiss to Gab  

scarlett2angel: pushs wolf back into a bar stool smiles and sits on his lap as Kelli works 

the room 

kelli-: moves my hands slowly up my body as I straighten up 

Gabriela92: grabs the kiss out of the air and tucks it down my cleavage, close to my heart 

kelli-: stands straight.. hands high .. hips thrusting to the beat  

kelli-: slowly turns ...  

mtnlobowolf: mmmm    as i feel scarlett sit on lap  enjoying  hands rub waist 

kelli-: swivels hips 

kelli-: strutts back down the bar  

scarlett2angel: wiggles back hooks my ankles behind the legs so i wont slide off and 

orders a water  

kelli-: moves infront of scarlett and lobo 

D r a z: passes scarlett a water  

mtnlobowolf: holds you so you wont fall  as i pay for the water 

kelli-: picks up the slower beat  

mtnlobowolf: mmmm 

scarlett2angel: ty draz tilts my head smiles and rocks my head with Kelli's movements 

kelli-: works it slowly .. rolling my hips .. watching them  

D r a z:  tills the bill 

kelli-: smiles back  

kelli-: hands on hips 



kelli-: sways ..  

kelli-: slowly turns  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmmm squirms as something makes me move on wolfs 

lap a bit 

D r a z:  rock on  

kelli-: back to them  

kelli-: leans forward  

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli and bites my bottom lip 

mylstoknowhere: rock & roll on  

kelli-: flexes my ass to the song  

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: bouncing bunns 

mtnlobowolf: mmmm  nice squirms   as  i enjoy 

kelli-: laffs @ Draz 

scarlett2angel: mmm runs my fingertips down her back than back up nice and slow 

D r a z: shes a naughtly little girl .......and we like it that way  

kelli-: shakes my finger at scarlett and laffs 

scarlett2angel: licks and kisses my fingers to keep them from burning  

mylstoknowhere: we sure do .... 

scarlett2angel: shes hot as knows it wolf 

kelli-: moves down .. toes the bar infront of TD and Kris 

kelli-: at the edge  

touchdown366: watchews 

scarlett2angel: an not as  

touchdown366:  looks up at her and smiles 

kelli-: feet apart .. leaning forward 

kelli-: hands move from my knees up my thighs 

kelli-: watching the boys 

mtnlobowolf: so are you scarlett    as  i pull you on lap more 

kelli-: slowly moving up the inside of my legs 

touchdown366: looks at her with naughty intent 

D r a z: looks at the thighs  

scarlett2angel: feels for kris he isnt over the first dance she did 

D r a z: think hes fainted 

D r a z: puts smelling saalts under his nose 

Gabriela92: All his oxygen-carrying blood supply must be pooling other than in the brain. 

kristopher_1: can't take my eyes off of Kelli 

kelli-: fingers toy with the soft skin as they reach the junction  

mylstoknowhere: plugs the defib in for u in case its needed  

scarlett2angel: toy? lol 

kelli-: eyes lock on Kris's  

touchdown366: kick start my heart lol 

kelli-: left hand moves to my left hip..  

kelli-: fingers on my right hand move up the center of .. me 



scarlett2angel: wiggles archs my back and lets my hands grip wolfs arms as i sway with 

the beat and closes my eyes 

kelli-: both hands meet at the front of my waist band 

kelli-: carefully rolls it .. once 

D r a z:  smiles watching the suggestion of whats to come  

mtnlobowolf: mmm keep wiggling   as our arms are together 

kelli-: hips sway and I roll the band all the way around 

kelli-: slowly turn  

kelli-: working my hips to the beat  

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: move to profile .. winks at Kris  

kelli-: I think he's breathing 

kristopher_1: smiles back at Kelli 

kelli-: licks my lips .. hand move down  

kelli-: slowly rolls the band one more time 

kelli-: swivels my hips  

D r a z: watches  that band slip down  

kristopher_1: so eager with anticipation 

kelli-: thrusting to the beat  

kelli-: making sure I'm .. sorta covered  

mtnlobowolf: feeling scarlett  swaying 

mylstoknowhere: sorta is ummm good 

kelli-: smiles ..  

Gabriela92: raises my eyebrows slightly as my eyes lock on the top edge of the rolled-

down waistband...mmmm, hmmm. 

scarlett2angel: lets wolf have a sip tilts my head smiles and moves with this tune not 

lifting my ass off his lap 

kelli-: flips my hair back  

kelli-: looks down at Kris 

kelli-: hand on my tummie  

mtnlobowolf: mmm scarlett    feeling ass moving on lap 

kelli-: works my body to the slow beat  

kelli-: licks my lips 

D r a z: watches  the hips hump   to the seductive trumpet 

kelli-: fingers lightly move across the edge of the waist band 

kristopher_1: wanting so much to slide it off 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Draz slaps my hair against wolfs chest and finishes the cool 

water  

kelli-: slowly move  my hand between my legs .. cupping myself as I thrust  

D r a z: winks at scarlett 

kelli-: left hand on my body just under my boobs  

kelli-: head back .. eyes close 

Gabriela92: notices the slight indentation between those sweet, taut buns at the top of 

the waistband when kelli turns away. 



kelli-: rocks hips to the new beat 

D r a z: grins as the seduction continues  

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

kelli-: works my body .. slowly turns .. back to you 

kelli-: works my ass .. left right left right 

kelli-: leans forward  

mtnlobowolf: feeling scarlett   grinding more  

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hands appear between my thighs 

kelli-: moving slowly up  

D r a z:  looks at the     thighs  

kelli-: back of my thighs tighten as I lean forward  

scarlett2angel: leans to one side so wolf can see Kelli smiles and tugs on hbis ear with my 

teeth as the rhytum moves me side to side 

kelli-: straightens up .. leans back  

kelli-: back farther  

D r a z:  wink at kelli   

Gabriela92: restrains myself from reaching up and giving each firm cheek a squeeze... 

hee, hee. 

kelli-: hands touch the floor  

kelli-: upside down U shape 

D r a z: watches kelli arch her  hips up 

kelli-: collapse to the floor humping the air 

mtnlobowolf: seeing kelli   mmm nice      as scarlett continues to tug ear  as my hands  

rub hips 

D r a z: if you please ,,,,,,,, 

kelli-: thrust to the beat  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: farther 

D r a z:    watches the thrusting  hips 

kelli-: head touching the bar 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z:    stands and applauids  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

D r a z:  well done  Kelli  ,,,,,,,,,,,,  great dance   

Gabriela92: fantastic, Kelli... <leaps up and hollers and whoops> 

kelli-: thank you  

mylstoknowhere: woooohooooooo clapping ! 

kelli-: up on my knees  

mtnlobowolf: 50   on bar  for kelli       and 50 to scarlett 

scarlett2angel: whistlesssssssssssss ty Kelli  

D r a z: woo hoo  kelli   

tigerzjill: wwohooooo Kelli! 

kelli-: wow thank you guys 

mtnlobowolf: very nice kelli 



kelli-: smiles at Kris 

tigerzjill: stands and applauds at the amazing dance 

kelli-: I told you I would dance for you 

D r a z: gets the oxygen mask close to  kris  

RocketManFL: claps fo rkelli, woo hoo 

scarlett2angel: takes all the money and puts it in Kelli's tip jar 

kristopher_1: can't help but smile back at Kelli 

kelli-: stand infront of Kris at the edge of the bar .. hands out... help me down? 

D r a z:  walls over with a  LAB robe and passes it  kris for kelli  

kristopher_1: take your hands gently 

kelli-: takes Kris's hands and puts them around my waist .. my hands on his shoulders as 

I let myself down off the bar 

Gabriela92: Overpriced, Kris, but we're having a clearance next week. 

kelli-: giggles  

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: dances over to the boys 

kelli-: sways...  

kelli-: blows a kiss  

paveduck: wow! DJs and dances at teh same time!  does it get any better?  

kelli-: spins 

ratherbe: watches as kelli dances upon the bar  

paveduck: catches the blown kiss  

kelli-: works the tune 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: body moves to the beat 

touchdown366: watches and moves to her sways 

kelli-: leans down  

kelli-: your kiss your kiss 

kelli-: wiggles  

paveduck: mmmm love those wiggle  

paveduck: s  

kelli-: hips pivot 

kelli-: slowly turns  

touchdown366: hoping there was more than one wiggle 

kelli-: wiggles the bunns  

kelli-: arching my back  

paveduck: there's always more than one wiggle with kelli  

kelli-: short skirt rising up the back of my thighs 

touchdown366: sits back and watches 

shannyn a1: settles onto a barstool 

paveduck: that's not the only thing rising  

kelli-: I was here early so I decided to dress up for you guys 



kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Fishnet-Torso-Seamless-Mini-Dress.php 

paveduck: WOW  

kelli-: works the funky beat 

kelli-: sways and studder steps 

paveduck: <<kinda waves a greeting to GG ... but eyes never leave kelli's body  

kelli-: prances over to duckie  

kelli-: leans down  

paveduck: <<tries to remember to breathe  

kelli-: shimmies to the beat  

paveduck: <<watches the shimmying kelli  

paveduck: almost getting dizzy as my eyes bounce back and forth following her  

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: sways hips...  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: works it  

paveduck: <<finds himself swaying to match kelli's movements ... so hypnotic she is  

kelli-: uses my foot to slide the macallans to TD 

kelli-: straddles the glass 

touchdown366: and smiles and thanks kelli 

kelli-: does a crazy little dance  

kelli-: laffs and moves down the bar in rhythm 

kelli-: hips swaying hard to the beat  

D r a z: smiles and waves back  on its way  

kelli-: watching duckie and TD  

kelli-: wild little dance infront of them  

kelli-: winks at GG  

paveduck: grrrrr ... something came up .. gotta run  

touchdown366: watches kelli working the beat 

kelli-: HAHAHA I bet it did 

kelli-: rocks my body to the tune 

kelli-: spins.. shakes my ass at rather 

kelli-: claps my hands over my head as I slowly turn  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: one leg high  

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: works the beat  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder  

kelli-: winks  

kelli-: hands on hips 

D r a z: watches  the hips  

touchdown366: loving the choice of outfits kelli has chosen 

kelli-: prances down to Draz  

kelli-: stands facing D 



D r a z: looks up at  kelli  

kelli-: hands moving up my body 

kelli-: feet slightly apart  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shakes and shimmies my shoulders 

touchdown366: sips my drink and watches 

D r a z:  watches  the sweet body shake  in front of me  

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: works my hips to the new beat 

kelli-: profile to Draz 

kelli-: hands on hips 

D r a z: those hips shake  so well  

kelli-: shudders  

kelli-: sways 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: crawls over to Draz 

D r a z: grins up at kelli      as she drops down to her kneess  

kelli-: eskimo kissssss 

D r a z:      helo steff 

touchdown366: hello Steff 

Steffanie: hello 

D r a z:  smiles as noses rub  

ratherbe: hello steff  

kelli-: up on my knees  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: dress moves up 

kelli-: rocks back  

kelli-: sways 

D r a z:  woo hoo ........... 

kelli-: drops into sitting and ends 

kelli-: leans over .. thanks D .. kisssss 

D r a z:   thanks kelli for dancing for us ,.............bravo  

D r a z:   kisssssss] 

kelli-: thank you 

D r a z:  smiles and  wipes the bar   

kelli-: holds out my hands for some help down  

D r a z: holds my hands up  

kelli-: holds your shoulders  

D r a z:   slides kelli slowly down to the floor 

kelli-: smiles .. eyes on yours  

D r a z:      winks ... that was great 

kelli-: thank you 

D r a z:    wasnt it people / 

kelli-: hi stef 



kelli-: they are busy .. it's fine 

lidlknight: watches kelli  

kelli-: slowly moves to the rhythm 

Al_dente_: follows the movement while i sip on the cool water 

kelli-: left step right step .. hesitation step across the bar  

kelli-: hands on hips 

lidlknight: sits back watching tapping the beat  

kelli-: stops at the edge  

kelli-: feet apart .  

lidlknight: smiles  

kelli-: hands moving up my body slowly  

kelli-: left heel tapping the beat on the bar  

kelli-: steps across to the arms of woofies chair  

bigbadwoof2008: my mind fantasizes what might be 

kelli-: working my hips to the beat 

kelli-: knees slightly bent 

bigbadwoof2008: looking up your sexy legs 

kelli-: looks down and smiles  

kelli-: as th emusic ends 

bigbadwoof2008: smiles back at cutie 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar  

kelli-: sway left left right right  

kelli-: hand on my tummie..  

kelli-: got the fire down below  

kelli-: works it 

kelli-: turns to profile 

lidlknight: damn  

bigbadwoof2008: laying $50 on dance floor for your efforts ...  bartending, dancing doing 

it all tonight 

kelli-: bends knees ..  

kelli-: works down  

kelli-: slowly back up 

kelli-: air guitar  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: spins  

bigbadwoof2008: the up and down is so sexy 

lidlknight: smiles watching her sexy flexible body move  

kelli-: works my ass to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

kelli-: legs apart  

kelli-: bends at the waist 

bigbadwoof2008: nice tight tush 

kelli-: works it 



kelli-: straightens.. wiggles .. arching back  

lidlknight: very nice cheeks indeed  

bigbadwoof2008: you're tightly toned kelli 

kelli-: picks up a LAB napkin 

kelli-: prance over to knight 

bigbadwoof2008: must be all those truck unloadings 

lidlknight: looks up smiling  

kelli-: steps to the arms of his chair  

lidlknight: looks up  

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat  

bigbadwoof2008: go fur it knight 

lidlknight: follows the long legs up  

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: leans forward  

lidlknight: smiles winks  

kelli-: shimmies and shakes  

kelli-: reaching down  

lidlknight: watches her sexy body move so close  

kelli-: wipes the drool off knight chin 

lidlknight: ty kelli, i needed that  

kelli-: tosses the napkin on the bar  

kelli-: jumps back to the bar  

kelli-: does a wild dance  

bigbadwoof2008: careful not to use that napkin 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: working my body to the beat  

lidlknight: watches her body sway  

lidlknight: adjust my seating to be more comfortable  

kelli-: prance down the bar  

bigbadwoof2008: wake up al 

kelli-: moves to Al  

kelli-: leans down to see if he's breathing 

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

bigbadwoof2008: as trump might say, low energy 

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

kelli-: trump is an ass 

lidlknight: how can you fall asleep watching kelli dance?  

bigbadwoof2008: where is al? 

bigbadwoof2008: earth to al, come in al 

kelli-: spins  

bigbadwoof2008: can i have al's time? 

kelli-: strutts  

lidlknight: lol  

kelli-: pulls up the hem of the dress slowly  



bigbadwoof2008: taking in all of the kelli experience 

lidlknight: eyes locked on the hem  

bigbadwoof2008: wondering the view beneath the dress 

kelli-: works my almost bare ass as the hem rises above my waist  

kelli-: the tiny thong keeping me legal  

lidlknight: admiring the beautiful sexy view  

kelli-: hips thrusting  

lidlknight: swallows  

kelli-: ties up the dress just under my boobs 

kelli-: smiles at the next song 

lidlknight: manish boy  

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy  

kelli-: hands follow the curves of my body 

lidlknight: watches the thong enhance kelli's sexy body  

kelli-: fingers follow the V down the waist band in the front 

kelli-: dipping low  

lidlknight: watches her fingers closely  

kelli-: toes on the edge of the bar  

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar  

kelli-: left hand cups my V 

lidlknight: looking up admiring her sexy beuatiful body  

kelli-: right hand moves up  

kelli-: facing the ceiling.. hips thrusting to the slow sexy beat 

kelli-: fingers trace the slight camel toe  

kelli-: wo man  

lidlknight: wow man  

kelli-: slowly turning  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: ass flexing 

lidlknight: smiles admiring her gracious moves  

bigbadwoof2008: brava lady ...   sexy moves 

kelli-: lets the dress drop and sits on the edge of the bar  

lidlknight: looks down at my lap, hello wood ;-)  

bigbadwoof2008: omg 

lidlknight: thank you kelli, that was an exicting display of sexy grace  

kelli-: hope that stirred your cockles  

lidlknight: it sure did  

bigbadwoof2008: nice show kelli 

kelli-: wonder what happened to AL  

bigbadwoof2008: ty 

bigbadwoof2008: probably had work emergency 

kelli-: it's only 8:35 pm there 



kelli-: I'm going to bounce him out and release him incase he's stuck  

Al_dente_: Al just woke up!! 

kelli-: THERE you are 

kelli-: sheesh 

lidlknight: wb al  

bigbadwoof2008: you missed naked kelli al 

Al_dente_: I can read 

kelli-: I wasn't naked  

kelli-: I never left the bar  

kelli-: you ok Al? 

bigbadwoof2008: this is actually the best time in LAB 

bigbadwoof2008: no baby girl this and baby girl that 

Al_dente_: yeah... been driving for a few hours today 

lidlknight: thank you for the dance kelli! have a great day al, woof  

kelli-: slowly lays back on the bar 

kelli-: works to the music 

bigbadwoof2008: this tune has attitude 

lidlknight: slides back in the my chair  

kelli-: rolls to my tummie 

kelli-: works the dress up 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view 

lidlknight: love the view  

kelli-: works my hips to the beat  

kelli-: raises my exposed ass  

kelli-: thrusting to the beat 

bigbadwoof2008: imagining the thrusts on ... well   ..... 

kelli-: stretching up to my knees  

lidlknight: smiles, tracig the curves of her body with my eyes  

kelli-: hands and toes on the bar  

Al_dente_: watches closely as the dress shifts 

lidlknight: watches smiling and more excited  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying  

kelli-: dress held up high 

kelli-: hips swiveling wildly  

kelli-: working my ass  

Al_dente_: eyes dart.. following the hips... 

kelli-: slow sexy strutt 

lidlknight: eyes locked on the thong  

kelli-: ties up the dress high  

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: works down to Al  

Al_dente_: smiles at the curvy swaying hips 

kelli-: hips swivel and thrust at the same time 



kelli-: slowly turns 

Al_dente_: shifts in my seat.... 

Al_dente_: eyes following the turning body 

kelli-: lets the boys view from alllll angles  

lidlknight: admires her curves from all angles  

kelli-: slips my feet onto the arms of Als chair 

kelli-: sways 

Al_dente_: hmmm admires the close body 

kelli-: leans down .. shakes and shimmies 

kelli-: to the new beat  

Al_dente_: eyes travelling up th shapely legs 

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: inner thigh moves lightly against Als cheek  

Al_dente_: feels the skin on skin 

kelli-: bends my knees  

kelli-: moves close 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: dancing like a black girl LOL 

Al_dente_: gulps...  not knowing where to look.. 

Al_dente_: but enjoying the cloeness 

kelli-: v cut thong inches from your nose 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

Al_dente_: yeah I see... 

kelli-: grins  

Al_dente_: with a delightful cameltoe 

lidlknight: smiles there is only one place to look  

kelli-: pulls the waist band tight  

kelli-: and out 

Al_dente_: eyes trying to see thru the material.... 

Al_dente_: watches it bunch 

kelli-: working my body 

kelli-: lol country  

Al_dente_: the gussett seemily getting thinner 

lidlknight: grins, you do make it look good kelli  

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs as I back off  

kelli-: snaps the hips of the waist band  

kelli-: jumps back to the bar  

kelli-: slowly turning  

kelli-: working it to the country beat  

Al_dente_: eyes still on kelli.. reaching for my water.... 

lidlknight: follows her moves with my eyes  

kelli-: slowly praning up the bar  

kelli-: prancing 



lidlknight: eyes locked  

kelli-: extra movement to the hips 

kelli-: works the beat  

kelli-: mouthing the words 

kelli-: stops at the edge of the bar infront of Draz  

Al_dente_: my eyes fixed on those inner thighs.. that were sooooooo close 

D r a z: looks upat  kelli  

lidlknight: taking all her curves in with my eyes  

kelli-: looks down at Draz biting my lips 

kelli-: sways .. tugging the waist band of the tiny thong  

kelli-: slow thrusts left left right right 

D r a z: smiles looking up at  kelli as she tugs the waist band  

kelli-: pulls it tight 

kelli-: and away from my body 

Al_dente_: the view from behind is nice too.. the thong has dissapeared 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

D r a z: smiles .......looking along the thighs  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hands up my inner thighs 

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: hair brushing the bar behind me 

kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: yeah!!!   stands an applauds! 

lidlknight: remembers to breath  

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

D r a z: stands and applauds  ,,,,,,,,,,,,great kelli   ,,,,,,,,,,,,Bravo  

lidlknight: applauds loud  

kelli-: thank you guys 

Al_dente_: sits down quickly... 

lidlknight: wow kelli, that was even more exceptional bravo  

kelli-: lets the dress fall back into place  

kelli-: stands  

lidlknight: grins at al, that why i stay seated  

D r a z: grins at kelli  ,,, offers a hand to get down  from the bar  

kelli-: winks at Draz.. puts my hands on his shoulders  

D r a z: slides kelli down slowly to the floor 

 

 

 

Sarah t  cleans up  
sarah t: You need somone to do clean up for you 

D r a z:      spins on the spot and   plays ir guitar leaning back   ,,,,,,,, and rocks   my head 

to and fro   



D r a z:   winks at sara ,,,,, we need all the help we can ghet normallly  

sarah t: Oh ?  Maybe I can help then 

sarah t: It would be the least I could do 

D r a z:   we have some out fits  for  that if  you like out back 

sarah t: Sure, that would be great 

sarah t: slides off the barstool and walks to the back, take a look around for the change 

room 

D r a z:  have a look at these >>> http://ladyanns.com/bettena.html 

D r a z:  looks out to  the back room  as sarah slips out there  

sarah t: wow, she does a lot of things for the room 

sarah t: pulls the one marked outfit four from the rack and starts to change 

D r a z:  grins as i see sarah look through the racks ofcvlothese  

sarah t: decides to go with the stockings that cover the entire leg than the knee socks 

D r a z:   nice choice ........ watches discretely  ... smiles as i see sarah has to squeeze  in 

the outfit  

sarah t: evidently she isnt as busty as me, but then most arent 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: smiles that works  

sarah t: gets into the outfit, makes sure the stockings are in place, and pulls the heels 

from the shelf, sees they are every bit of five inches and puts them on 

D r a z: can see  how the top is held up  by the sheer presenceof big breasts and will 

power  

sarah t: ties the hair back and looks myself over, then walks out and returns to the bar 

area 

D r a z:  smiles as i complement myself .....  on getting the sizing just right 

sarah t: sees that going with the combo panty/garter belt was a good choice to keep the 

stockings up 

sarah t: looks in the mirror and wow, talk about well rounded breasts 

D r a z:  smiles to see the garter   gripping  the thigh    

sarah t: turns to look, smiles, turns again and walks out 

D r a z:  smiles thosebreastsare  just aboutcontained  in that top 

sarah t: grabs a tray and towels and walks out to start clean up where Draz left off 

D r a z:  grins to see the littledress  bob upand down as sarah walks shoing the rounded  

bottoms of her cheeksn  

sarah t: leans over to pick up empties and trash and expects the boobs to fall out, but 

they stay nicely in place 

D r a z: grins watching the efficiency of movemmenty ofsarah asshe   cleansup  

sarah t: wipes the table down, moves to the next and continues down the line 

D r a z:  grins to see  the boobs  squeeezed andbulged  

sarah t: reaches to tug the skirt down and finds out it is really a fruitless effort, so I 

continue on 

D r a z:  watches how the claves are emphasised by the 5 "  heels   

greygriffin20: *tilts head trying not to stare much* 



D r a z:  grimns to seee the       firm butt  in thedressasit bobs up anddown  

sarah t: balances the tray in the hand, walks back to the bar, feeling the boobs bouncing 

and the hips more than swaying from the heels 

sarah t: blushes a bit being watched but sets the tray down, tosses trash, and places 

empties in the washer 

D r a z: smiling to  watch the perfect body  so well emphasised by the out fit   

D r a z:  grins to see  the blush flush down sarah's neck   

sarah t: wets one of the towels again, heads out to clean another group of tables 

D r a z: smiles watching sarah as she bends over a table  to clean  ,,  the   panties clearly 

on show   

sarah t: by the looks of the place, it must have been a busy Friday or the staff didnt clean 

up for a day or two 

sarah t: moves from table to table, feels the butt wigggling with the wipe down and wipe 

dry of each table 

D r a z: we had some staff issues ,,, it is  good  you showed up 

sarah t: Ah, ok...that would explain it 

D r a z: smiles to watch the wriggling  but and cant help but wip e the bar in unison with 

her  

sarah t: leans over to clean another table, and looks into the nearby mirror and sees the 

butt perfectly on display to anyone at the bar 

sarah t: smiles and continues to wipe down the table 

sarah t: hello Nicole 

D r a z: smiles as we see sarahs  but wigle in opposite direction to her wiping hand  

D r a z:   hugs hi nicole  

sarah t: picks up the tray and walks back, repeats the process again to toss trash and 

stack empties to be washed......grabs another tray from under the bar to put the glasses 

and such into 

D r a z:  that dress seems to  rride up  every time sarah  wriggles and wipes the table 

sarah t: gives Draz that " 

sarah t: "Duh" look 

D r a z: http://ladyanns.com/images/events/bettena/clothes/maid/4.jpg  <<< sarahs  

outfit  

greygriffin20: hehe 

sarah t: but smiles anyway cause it is kind of neat 

D r a z: whistles and pats myslef on the back for  the outfit that teases and pleases 

sarah t: giggles, shakes the head in wonder, and continues the clean up of the tables 

D r a z: grins to see the breasts  fighting to stay in the top orare they trying to escape as 

sarah shakes her head  

sarah t: stands and cups them a moment to make sure they are fully rounded as much as 

possible...figuring I may as well do it up right 

sarah t: looks in the mirror....smiles....oh yeah, now that is what we are going for 

D r a z: smiles as i notice sarah’s hands arent quite big enough to cover them and shows 

her my big shovel hands  

sarah t: not only rounded but well pushed up 



greygriffin20: enjoys the site 

sarah t: you wish ! 

D r a z:  laffsssss ,.,.,.,.,. and  wishes .  

sarah t: giggles and walks over to let him arrange a little 

D r a z: stands behind sarahe  and tugs the top up a lot and weatches the breasts  assue 

that appealimng up turned look    ...   as i let go  

sarah t: watches the hands work and comes to the conclusion he has done this more than 

a few times for other ladies 

D r a z:    whistles and  slaps my hand over the little devil on my shoulders mouth 

,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  

sarah t: looks again and the mouth falls open at the look.....so well rounded, so pushed 

up, and the nipples about to peek out the top 

sarah t: walks back to tables to continue the clean up 

D r a z:  smiles as i wink at sarah m, now thats  the look ,, ,.. perfect  upturned full breasts  

in a tight outfit  

EightyThreeSix: hmm 

D r a z:      smiles and watches that wiggle as sarah walks ,,,,,,,,,    the high heels  

emphasising the calves  

sarah t: leans again to clean up and to wipe down and to wipe dry another row of tables, 

feeling the outfit move and ride up at the right time in the right places 

D r a z:   smiles as we see the dress slide up over the firm butt as she leans  

D r a z: http://ladyanns.com/images/events/bettena/clothes/maid/4.jpg << sarah's 

outfit  

sarah t: brings the last tray of glasses and trash back to the bar, then looks around and 

checks what else needs done, and it would seem the carpet could use the vacuum run 

over it 

sarah t: looks for a utility type closet that might have a vacuum stored inside 

D r a z: grins as iput the glasses in the washer  and trash in the bin ready for the 

dumpster  

D r a z:        points sarah to the brrom cupboard  

sarah t: finds the vacuum, pulls it out, and pushes it to the back of the room and starts it 

up 

D r a z:  broom ..mop and   vacuum cleaner in there  

sarah t: pulls chairs away from tables to get at every bit of carpet possible 

D r a z:    smiles watching  the  zig zag progress of the cleaner and the way     the breats 

jigge in the top as she works her way back to the bar 

sarah t: returns to the bar to get a towel to wipe off the chairs after vacuumig the area 

D r a z:    grins as  i pass  the damp towel to sarah and notices  the   perefctly shaped 

breasts    as they move in the top 

sarah t: walks out, the hips more than swaying and rolling and the breasts bouncing 

more than adequately in the outfit 

D r a z:      grins to see the perefctly  harmonised wiggles and jiggles ,,, a pure symphony 

in motion 



sarah t: decides if I went walking down the street from the Brothel in this outfit, I could 

have enough clients for the balance of the day 

D r a z: you would  indeed 

sarah t: smiles at that thought, and continues wiping the chairs 

D r a z:          grins they would all want you to clean their homes ......... im sure thats what 

you meant  

sarah t: Of course, you mean there is another option ? 

D r a z: whistles ............. welll ............... 

sarah t: tries not to laugh as I keep wiping down the chairs 

greygriffin20: hehe 

D r a z:     yes ofcourse theres always options  

sarah t: Always, but sometimes those options have interesting "aspects" to them 

D r a z:  juggles  LAB coaster to keep my hands busy as i watch sarah move   ,,,,, looking 

at  her  ass................pects  

sarah t: But that is what makes them interesting 

D r a z:    ee    yes ofcourse  

sarah t: wipes down the last of the chairs, pushes them into place, and returns to the bar 

sarah t: Ok, now that looks much more in order, ready for the afternoon and evening 

crowds 

D r a z:     whistles and watches as sarah returns ,,, smiles  to see  a glow on her skin   

...and the big smiles of someone who knows shes done a good job  

D r a z:   winks ,,,,,,,, perfectly well done sarah  

sarah t: takes the towels back to the laundry room, pulls the trash can out the back 

sarah t: Thank you 

sarah t: ties off the garbage bags from the cans, opens the dumpter lids and tosses the 

bags into it, then brings the cans back inside 

D r a z:   watches as sarah lugs  the   trash out ..... we need workers like you  ...... done 

with style and  sensuality  

sarah t: hears a few whistles and wolf calls from the alley and laughs.....figures someone 

must like the way I toss bags into the dumpster 

D r a z:    think they can see how  you have shaped  yourself to the outfit   ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. 

you  look good enough to eat  

sarah t: Yes, the way I look might have something to do with it 

sarah t: smiles, slides onto a barstool for the moment 

D r a z:    laffs ,,,,,,,,most likely    

D r a z:    wipes the bar down and puts out a fresh  LAB coaster  .....would  you like a drink 

after all that ? 

sarah t: How about a sparkling water with a twist of lime please ? 

D r a z: on its way ,,,,,winks 

sarah t: fills out the union barmaid application and returns it to the office 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool sparkling water...  pours into 

a shaker with with some ground ice.. shakes vigorously .......strains  and pours into a tall 

glass over a twist of lime ...slides it over to sarah   *winks  and looks at the application 

form...     and signs it and gives it back  



sarah t: thank you for both 

D r a z:    smiles as i look at the  jiggling firm breasts ,,,,, no ........thank you for both  

sarah t: looks down and grins at the innuendo 

greygriffin20: hehe 

D r a z:  looks at sarahs innuendo  ,,,,,oh thanks for that  too 

sarah t: rolls the eyes, tosses an ice cube that managed not to get crushed 

sarah t: misses badly, but doesnt really care 

D r a z: whistles as i see  the skirt rise up  the thighs ,.,.,.,.,.opens my mouth and catches 

the ice cube in my teeth   

D r a z: as it rebounds  

sarah t: Do you roll over as well and sit up to beg ? 

greygriffin20: laughs 

D r a z: rol l over some times ,,,,,,,, but i will leave the begging to  you  

sarah t: winks to Grey 

sarah t: I like that 

D r a z: winks  

D r a z:  hello psp 

D r a z: smiles and wipes  the bar  watching sarahs outfit flutter and as she moves on the 

stool 

D r a z:    wipes the bar and  enjoys the sight of sarahs    cleavage ,,,,,now that warms up 

any bodys   day  

sarah t: turns a little on the barstool to display the body at different angles 

sarah t: brings a leg up to run a hand over the stocking 

greygriffin20: tis nice at all angles 

D r a z: grins ,,,,,,, at sarah as she    shows off her  perfect shapes 

sarah t: I hope so, I dont think I can shape it any better than it is now 

D r a z: smiles i agree ,,,,,,,,smiles  love the  uplift and the flat tummy and the rounded 

shapes  
sarah t: knows all the curves are more than accentuated from the outfit and the short 

hem of it 

 


